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, ZRXOG OLNH WR WKDQN P\ UHVHDUFK DGYLVRU 'U -RKQ *DOODJKHU ZKR KDV JLYHQ PH
WUHPHQGRXVVXSSRUWWKURXJKRXWP\JUDGXDWHFDUHHU,ZRXOGDOVROLNHWRWKDQN'U0DWHHQ5L]NL
DQG 'U 0LFKHDO 5D\PHU IRU WKHLU YDOXDEOH VXJJHVWLRQV DQG IHHGEDFNV DERXW P\ WKHVLV ZRUN ,
ZRXOG DOVR OLNH WR DFNQRZOHGJH P\ IULHQG DQG FROOHDJXH 6DQMD\ . %RGGKX IRU KLV KHOSIXO
LQVLJKWV)LQDOO\,ZRXOGOLNHWRWKDQNP\3DUHQWVIRUWKHLUVXSSRUWDQGHQFRXUDJHPHQWWKURXJKRXW
P\HGXFDWLRQDOFDUHHU


ǆ


1.

Introduction

1.1 Introduction
Micro Air Vehicles, Micro Robotics and Space Systems have been an evolving discipline
in the recent past. Self adaptive and self configuring control devices are an alluring
option for the researchers considering the reduced space and power requirements. Our
goal as a part of this research project was to combine evolutionary algorithms with
reconfigurable computational hardware to construct small and lower power consuming
VLSI solutions.
Controllers based on Evolvable Hardware (EH) [1][2], a sub-specialty of Evolutionary
Computation (EC) [3][4][5] provide an interesting methodology to help meet the
challenging demands of efficacy requirements and resource constraints. In addition to
providing a tool to help generate novel designs to specification, EH offers the possibility
for generating workable designs against incomplete specifications. Although EH offers
distinctly attractive advantages, it is not without flaws. Controllers evolved using EH
sometimes may be difficult to explain or understand, making it difficult to employ in
situation where a critical validity of the controller is required. Another thing which could
be a problem is that EH methods are very opportunistic in nature, i.e., if the controller is
evolved on the hardware, the EH may adapt itself to parasitic parameters of the hardware
like electromagnetic interferences, to meet this desired objective. Thus sometimes
making not only the understanding of the solution more difficult but also very difficult to
port across other hardware (platforms). (Evolvable Hardware will be discussed briefly in
chapter 2).

1

Reconfigurable Hardware is one of the main components in EH. CTRNN’s [6][7] are
currently our preferred choice as the reconfigurable units in EH for controller
applications[8][9][10] (CTRNN’s will be discussed in Chapter 2). CTRNN’s are a special
class of artificial neural networks similar to Hopfield continuous model neural networks.
One of the reasons for the use of CTRNN’s as the reconfigurable hardware is that
CTRNN are known to be universal dynamic approximators [11], given sufficient number
of neurons they are capable of approximating any smooth dynamics. Another reason for
choice of CTRNN is that it requires very small hardware footprint and have been
successfully implemented in several types of hardware [12][13]. CTRNN’s have been
successfully used in a wide range of controllers i.e., as controller for walking hexapod
robot [14], as controller to control harmful parasitic oscillation in turbine jet engine [15],
are also being investigated for use to control a flapping wing robot [12].
Evolvable Algorithm is another important factor in the implementation of Evolvable
Hardware. The implementation of Evolutionary Algorithms in hardware for EH is seen in
many instances in the literature [16][17][18][19][20][21][22][23]. Minipop is one such
algorithm which has been optimized for hardware footprint. The rationale behind
optimizing Minipop algorithm for space is that in EH applications [24], where the
evaluation of the solutions is done on the hardware, it is not possible to speed up the
process of evaluation beyond the time allowed by physics. So, objective evaluation
function becomes the bottleneck which cannot be circumvented, thus limiting the speed
of execution in an (intrinsic) EH device. Hence optimizing the algorithm for speed makes
little sense. Minipop algorithm, which when implemented using VLSI techniques, saves a
significant amount of hardware space because of the small population
2

The Minipop Algorithm, which we will discuss in chapter 2, is a tournament based,
mutation driven evolutionary algorithm.

In this work, it is the digital EA engine

responsible for configuring the analog CTRNN. It was shown in previous work [25] that
the Minipop algorithm is sufficiently adept at evolving CTRNN parameters effectively
even in noisy environment and under severe size constraints. Minipop, in its canonical
form, does not include recombination operators.

1.2 Objective of the Thesis
The basic objective is to modify the mutation and hyper-mutation driven Minipop
algorithm to incorporate cross-over operators. It is also the objective of the thesis to
evaluate of the performance of the Minipop algorithm against the crossover variants of
the Minipop algorithm across two control problems. The choice of the control problems
for this thesis is the correction of common arrhythmias in simulated human hearts and the
suppression of oscillation in desktop jet combustion chamber engine. These problems
were chosen because they had already been treated with traditional EA methods and we
already have at least qualitative understandings of their search spaces.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis:
The thesis has been organized into 4 chapters excluding Introduction chapter. The
background chapter (chapter 2) deals with giving the reader a brief summary about
Evolvable Hardware (Evolvable Controllers), CTRNN’s, Minipop algorithm and
Modified Minipop algorithms. The subsequent chapter (chapter 3) is intended to
familiarize readers with correction of arrhythmias problem in simulated human heart and
suppression of oscillation in jet combustion chamber. The chapter also deals with the
3

parameters that have been configured for the control problems for the experimental stage.
Chapter 4 deals with the experimental results and the concluding chapter 5 deals with
summary of the test results and a discussion of open issues.

4

2. BACKGROU D
Chapter Overview:
This chapter contains an introduction to various background topics that are referenced
throughout this thesis. This chapter is split into three major sections: Evolvable
Hardware, CTRNN’s, Minipop and Modified Minipop Algorithm. Readers who are
familiar with these topics may safely skip the respective sections.

2.1 Evolvable Hardware
Evolvable Hardware (EH) is an emerging sub-specialty of Evolutionary computation in
which one employs evolutionary algorithms to configure the collections of hardware
components into useful forms. There are many promising applications for EH both in the
Analog and Digital Fields [26][27][28][29][30][31]. Analog and Digital circuits, evolved
via evolutionary algorithms are potentially useful in cases where there is insufficient
information available to support traditional design methods. Another potential advantage
of using (EH) is that it can dynamically change its configuration to fit the needs of
changing plant dynamics or changing operational environments.
In the evolutionary synthesis of hardware, to perform a predefined function, first the
population of individuals is randomly generated where each individual is an encoded
hardware configuration that could be implemented in the reconfigurable hardware block.
Consider a case where objective is to design some digital logic. If FPGA is being used as
the reconfigurable hardware, then individual genotype could be a bit string where each bit
5

in the bit string may be responsible for the connection between two logical units in the
FPGA. After generation of the random individuals, their fitness is ascertained by
implementing the logic encoded into the each individual on reconfigurable hardware (in
this case, by programming an FPGA) and then measuring how closely the circuit
performs with respect to a desired objective. After calculation of fitness values, a new
generation of individuals is generated from the existing population by allowing current
generation’s member representation in the new population as a function of their fitness.
The specific generation method used depends upon the specific Evolutionary Algorithm
being used. In the new population, some number of the individuals undergoes genomic
changes that mimic mutation (the introduction of new traits) and recombination (the
combination of traits from more than one individual). The selection of the individuals so
treated, and the specifics of the treatment, varies across implementations.

The above

process of interleaved population generation and population modification continues until
some termination condition (eg. one finds an individual that performs well enough) is
reached.

2.1.1 Evolvable Controllers
Evolvable Controller (EC) refers to using EH methods to evolve a controller for a control
problem [8][14][32][33][34][35]. In evolving a controller one has to first decide on the
reconfigurable hardware substrate, two common examples are neural networks
(CTRNN’s)[8][14] and FPGA circuits [27][26]. Secondly, one has to choose a genotype
format that encodes the hardware configurations of potential solutions and an
6

evolutionary algorithm capable of evolving device descriptions (genomes) to meet a
desired objective. The objective is codified as a “fitness function” that the selected EA
uses to determine fitness of individual candidate solutions. Figure 2.1 shows a high level
block diagram of CTRNN based Evolvable Controller [36] i.e., an evolvable controller
which uses CTRNN as reconfigurable hardware.
To evaluate a controller, the evolutionary algorithm configures the CTRNN’s to the
configuration encoded in the candidate controller’s genotype. The neural network’s
outputs are connected to the effectors of the plant and the inputs to the CTRNN are
connected to the sensors monitoring the plant. After setting this configuration, the plant is
activated and behavior of the plant is monitored and fitness calculated by the fitness
evaluator by measuring the difference between plant’s behavior and plant’s expected
behavior. The fitness evaluator reports the measured fitness of the plant to the
evolutionary algorithm module as the controller fitness.
Evolvable Hardware based controllers have several advantages when compared to the
conventionally designed controllers. Conventional controllers are generally designed by
analyzing the approximated mathematical model of the plant to determine what control
efforts are required to achieve the desired behavior. Since often times mathematical
models are simplified approximations of the actual dynamics of the plant, there could be
small changes in mathematically modeled plant behavior and actual plant behavior.
These small differences may make little difference for many control problems, and
indeed, many control methods adaptively minimize those problems via error feedback.
However, there still exist exotic applications that are sufficiently sensitive and require
7

tuning and modification against the real plant. Additionally, evolution may help expand
engineering knowledge by discovering new techniques beyond the bounds of
conventional engineering practice. This is because evolutionary algorithms are not
constrained by the limits of human understanding and can construct superior devices that
are inconceivable to conventional methodologies.
However, there are certain disadvantages in applying evolvable hardware to control
devices. For example, one might find artificially evolved controlled devices to be very
difficult to describe, characterize or model. This could be difficult as few engineers
would tolerate the notion of not able to understand the system dynamics, to understand
the potential problem modes and to verify the device operation.

2.2 CTR
etworks)

’s (Continuous Time Recurrent

eural

CTRNN’s (Continuous Time Recurrent Neural Networks) are a superset of Hopfield
Continuous Model Neural Networks [37][38]. In CTRNN’s a neuron may receive input
from any neuron in the network, including itself, and there are no restrictions of the
matrix of interconnections (Hopfield networks are constrained to have only zero diagonal
symmetric connection matrices). The architecture of CTRNN’s network, employed in
CTRNN-EH is generally a free form network as shown in the figure 2.2. Even though
architecture like this can be very difficult to understand, it is sometimes possible to
logically modularize the network post evolution and produce behavioral analysis [39].
However unlike modular architecture (where the neurons are arranged in layers), module
boundaries may be fuzzy and single neuron may belong to more than one module.
8

Figure 2.1 Block Diagram of an Evolvable Hardware Control Device.

9

Fig2.2 Architecture of 5 neuron CTRNN; Each neuron can act as Input or Output
or Hidden Neuron.

Fig2.3 Schematic equivalent of individual neuron in CTRNN

10

2.2.1 Definition of CTR

’s

CTRNN’s are generalization of the Continuous Hopfield Neural Network [37]. But
unlike Hopfield Neural Network, CTRNN’s have self-connections i.e., apart from each
neuron being connected to all other neurons, it also has connection to itself. Another
characteristic property of CTRNN is unconstrained weight matrices i.e., unlike Hopfield
model CTRNN’s doesn’t enforce weight symmetry (i.e., if Wij denotes the strength of the
interconnection between neuron i to neuron j, then Wij need not be equal to Wji). Since no
restrictions are imposed on the connectivity and weight matrices of CTRNN’s they are
capable of exhibiting richer dynamics [11]. (Figure 2.3, represents an individual neuron).
The mathematical form of a CTRNN can be described by the following state equation
(Figure 2.4):



τi dyi = − y + ∑Wjiσ ( yi + θi)
dt
i

j=1

Figure 2.4: State equation of Individual neuron in CTRNN

Where τ in the time constant, Wij ∈ R is the weight of the connection between neuron j
to neuron i, θ ∈ R is the bias, σ is the standard sigmoid function,

is the number of

neurons in the network and yi represents the state of the neuron i.
Evolutionary computation is the most prevalent method used to configure CTRNN
though cases of recurrent versions of traditional feed-forward neural network training
11

[40] have been explored. The literature of CTRNN’s shows that there are different
evolutionary types of algorithms that are usually used to evolve CTRNN’s, the Real
Valued Genetic algorithm [41], Net Crawler [42], Minipop [43], and Star-CGA [44].

2.3 Minipop Algorithm:
Minipop Algorithm [43][45], a tournament based, mutation driven compact genetic
algorithm, is the digital EA engine responsible for configuring the analog CTRNN. The
Minipop Algorithm is characterized by its use of mutation and hyper-mutation and its
rejection of recombination operators. The variants introduced and tested in this thesis, in
fact, introduce recombination operators to examine if they can add benefit without adding
large hardware cost to the digital circuitry that implements it. The population in Minipop
Algorithm consists of small number of individuals where each individual is a fixedprecision binary encoding of the real-valued parameters of CTRNN. In the Minipop
algorithm, the individuals for the next generation are determined by binary tournament
held between each individual and its mutated version. Mutation is accomplished by
randomly flipping bits in a parent’s bit-string. The hyper-mutation tournament is a special
tournament, run in a fixed ratio to other tournaments, where the worst member of the
population competes against a randomly generated individual.
Minipop’s use of bit-string representation is driven by an interest in online evolution of
low power environment such as mobile autonomous robots. Bit-string based solution
representation and simple mutation and selection operator allow Minipop to be easily
implemented in low-power digital VLSI hardware to contemplate low-power analog
12

VLSI CTRNN implementation [46]. The algorithmic implementation of Minipop is
shown below.
Minipop Algorithm:
1. Start
a. Max_Evaluations = MAX; -> Maximum number of evaluations
b. Population_Size = ;
c. population [ ] - > Population Array
d. mut_population[ ] -> Array to hold Mutated version of population.
e. fitness_pop[ ] -> Array to hold fitness of the population
f. fitness_mut_pop[ ]-> Array to hold fitness scores of mutated population.
g.hypermutant ->Data Structure to hold Hypermutant
i. Fitness_hypermutant -> A real valued variable to store fitness of hypermutant.
2. For i = 1 to  do
a. randomized bit string are generated and stored in population [i].
b. Fitness of population[i] is evaluated and stored in fitness_pop[i].
3. Done //For Loop Ends.
4. evaluations = evaluations + ;
5. While (evaluations <= MAX) do
a. For i = 1 to  do
13

i. An Individual Population[i] is selected and mutated, and is stored in
mut_population[i].
ii. Fitness of mut_population[i] is evaluated and stored in
fitness_mut_pop[i]
iii. If (fitness_mut_pop [i] > fitness_pop [i]) then
1. population[i] = mut_population[i].
2. fitness_pop[i] = fitness_mut_pop[i].
iv. end if.
v. evaluations = evaluations + 1;
b. Done //For loop Ends.
c. A completely randomized bit-string is generated and is stored in hypermutant.
d. evaluations = evaluations + 1;
e. Fitness of the hypermutant is evaluated and stored in fitness_hypermutant.
f. The worst member of the population is determined and its fitness is stored in
worst_member_fitness.
g. If (fitness_hypermutant > worst_member_fitness)
i. pop[worst_member] = hypermutant
ii. fitness[worst_member] = fitness_hypermutant.

14

h. End if.
6. Done //While loop ends.
7. Determine the best member of the population.
8. Return pop[index_best_member].
9. End

2.3.1 Motivation for Modifying Minipop Algorithm:
Minipop algorithm, which has been optimized for saving space, has been proven to be
adequate enough for various problems like evolution of controllers of six-legged insect,
controller for suppression of oscillations in jet combustion chamber, etc. But when the
algorithm is applied to problems whose fitness landscape has large number of valleys and
the algorithm is caught in one such valley, mutation may not be sufficient to steer the
algorithm out and algorithm relies solely on hyper-mutation to steer it out of the valley.
Introduction of Cross-over operator might be helpful in driving the Minipop algorithm
out of these valleys (Since in Minipop algorithm the individuals compete with mutated
version of themselves, mutation may not be helpful in driving the algorithm out of the
valleys). This has been one of our motivating factors for modifying the Minipop
algorithm to accommodate cross-over operator.
The other factor which has driven us to cross-over operator has been our assumption that
evolved CTRNN’s may exhibit modularity for some of the control problems, i.e., it may
be possible to identify a neuron (group of neurons) that acts (together) to perform specific
15

function. So it has been thought introduction of the cross-over operator may be good way
preserve modular characteristics of the neuron(s) among parents and children so as to
increase the chances of producing the better offspring’s.
But introduction of cross-over operator has its own set of challenges for CTRNN
architecture. It has been stated and observed that the crossover operator has a tendency of
convergence, i.e., after certain number of generations because of selection pressure there
would gradual decrease in the diversity of the population. Since the size of the population
is too small in Minipop, this might result in the premature convergence of the population.
So one of the modifications (rather a restriction) that has been made for better search
efficacy using crossover operator is the selection of parents that are as diverse as possible
to avoid premature convergence. There are two methods adopted for selection procedure
of the parents, in one method the best and worst individuals are selected for cross-over
and in second method, which we will discussed in the next section, two individuals are
picked from the population which are very much unlike each other for cross over.
Another restriction that has been placed on the crossover operator is the selection of the
crossover point, which can happen only at certain fixed points of parameter boundaries of
individual neuron in one case and at boundaries of individual neuron in another
case,(explained in 2.4.1). One reason for placing restriction on the crossover point, i.e.,
crossover happening only boundary of neuron or boundary of parameter of individual
neuron is to take advantage of the modularity exhibited by the CTRNN architecture. The
type of crossover operator that has been selected for crossover operation is Uniform
Crossover. The reason for choosing uniform crossover over 1-point or 2-point is that
16

uniform has no bias associated with it unlike 1-point or 2-point crossover and it also has
better recombination potential compared to 1-point or 2-point crossover[47][48].

2.4 Modified Minipop Algorithm:
The new modified version of the algorithm uses the cross-over operator, as the secondary
search operator in addition to mutation and hyper-mutation. In this new version, crossover can happen only at certain fixed points (at the boundaries of parameters of
individual neuron or at the boundaries of the individual neuron itself.) Another major
modification that has been made to the algorithm is calculation of the distance vector that
is used to determine the distance (degree) the individuals in the population vary with
respect to each other. This parameter is then used for the selection of the individuals
which are best for cross-over, i.e., the individuals which are unlike each other are selected
for cross-over.

Modified Minipop Algorithm:
1. Start
a. Max_Evaluations = MAX;
b. Population_Size = ;
c. population [ ] - > Population Array
d. mut_population[ ] -> Array to hold Mutated version of population.
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e. fitness_pop[ ] -> Array to hold fitness of the population
f. fitness_mut_pop[ ]-> Array to hold fitness scores of mutated population.
g. distance[ ] -> Array to hold the distance by which the individuals in
population vary with respect to each other
h. crossover_child[2] ->Array to hold the individuals created by cross over.
i. betterchild -> Data structure to hold better child of the crossover.
2. For i = 1 to  do
a. randomized bit string are generated and stored in population [i].
b. Fitness of population[i] is evaluated and stored in fitness_pop[i].
3. Done //For Loop Ends.
4. While (evaluations <= MAX) do
a. evaluations = evaluations + 1;
b. For i = 1 to  do
i. An Individual Population[i] is selected and mutated, and is stored in
mut_population[i].
ii. Fitness of mut_population[i] is evaluated and stored in
fitness_mut_pop[i]
iii. If (fitness_mut_pop [i] > fitness_pop [i]) then
1. population[i] = mut_population[i].
2. fitness_pop[i] = fitness_mut_pop[i].
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iv. end if.
v. evaluations = evaluations + 1;
vi. If( cointoss() < crossover_prob)
1. Select two suitable parents. // For parental selection algorithm
is decribed below
2. Perform boundary cross-over
3. better_child = crossover_child[2]
4. if(better_child.fitnes< crossover_child.fitness)
then
a. better_child = crossover_child[1].
5. end if
6 if(better_child.fitness > f_w_member)
a. population[index_worst_member] = better_child
b. fitness_pop[index_worst_member]= better_child.fitness
7. endif
c. Done //For loop Ends.

d.A completely randomized bit-string is generated and is stored in hypermutant.
f. evaluations = evaluations + 1;
g. Fitness of the hypermutant is evaluated and stored in fitness_hypermutant.
h. The worst member of the population is determined and its fitness is stored in
worst_member_fitness
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i. If (fitness_hypermutant > worst_member_fitness)
i. pop[worst_member] = hypermutant
ii. fitness[worst_member] = fitness_hypermutant.
j. End if.
5. Done //While loop ends.
6 Determine the best member of the population.
7. Return pop[index_best_member].
6. End

Parental Selection Algorithm :
1. Start
a. Parent[1] ->datastructure to hold parent one
b. Parent[2] ->datastructure to hold parent two
c. distance_vector -> array to hold distance between individuals
initialized to zero.
d. Index -> A variable to hold the index of the individual in the
population
2. Initialize parent[1] = population[worst_indiviual]
3. For i = 1 to  do
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a. if(distance_vector < distance_between(parent[1],pop[i]))
i. distance_vector = distance_between(parent[1],pop[i])
ii. index = i
b. end if
4. end for
5. Parent[2] = pop[index]
6. End

Figure 2.5 : Algorithm showing calculation of Distance Vector

The population size for this algorithm has been fixed for small number of individuals, to
make the realization of the algorithm in hardware as compact as possible. The individuals
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are the real number encoding of the parameters for neurons (like weight matrices, bias,
time constant). The initial population is drawn using a uniform random distribution and
fitness scores of each individual are computed. The distance vector, which is used for
selecting individuals which differs the most, is calculated. The calculation of the distance
vector could be problem specific. In our case it is based on the computations of the
correlation matrices of the excitation states of each neuron. Correlation matrices are
computed as set of two matrices A and B. The algorithm for calculation of the correlation
matrices is shown below in Figure 2.5. The distance vector between two individuals is
calculated as the Euclidian distance between the corresponding correlation matrices. Now
the each individual is selected and randomly mutated and is replaced with parent, if
mutated version has better fitness than parent. Now depending on outcome of random
function it is determined whether crossover has to take place or not. If the crossover takes
place then the worst (best) individual and individual which differs the most with respect
to worst (best) are chosen for crossover. The crossover could happen at the parameter
level of individual neuron or at the boundaries of the neuron itself. After crossover, the
individual which is best between the children replaces the worst individual, if its fitness is
better than the worst. After this step Hyper-mutation tournament is conducted, i.e., a
randomly generated individual is created and it replaces the worst individual in the
population if its fitness is better than worst individual. After the hyper-mutation the best
individual of the population is returned. The loop of mutation tournament, cross-over
tournament and hyper-mutation tournament is repeated until the maximum number of
evaluation cycles is reached.
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2.4.1 Variants of the Modified Minipop Algorithm
The modified Minipop algorithm can be broadly divided into two categories depending
upon the crossover point i.e., crossover happening at the boundary of the individual
neuron or crossover happening at the boundary of the parameters of the individual
neuron.
Category I: The variants of the modified Minipop where crossover is happening at the
boundary of the individual neuron are categorized into this group. This group is further
divided into 3 different sets depending upon the parental selection for the crossover
operation. In the first set, selection of the parents for the crossover is done based on
Fitness of the individuals (i.e., the best and the second best individuals are chosen for
crossover), the variant henceforth will be referred to as Fitness_ euron. In the second
set, the parental selection is done based on the distance vector that is calculated i.e., the
worst individual and the individual which differs most with respect to that individual is
chosen for cross-over. This variant henceforth will be referred to as Structure_ euron.
The third set is combination of the selection methods of set one and two. In these
experiments depending on coin-toss selections of the parent could be either based on
Fitness of the individuals or based on distance vector that is calculated. This variant will
be referred to as Str_Fitness_ euron.
Category II: The variants of the modified Minipop where crossover is happening at the
boundary of the individual parameters of the neuron are categorized into this group. This
group is further divided into 3 different sets depending upon the parental selection for the
crossover operation. In the first set, selection of the parents for the crossover is done
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based on Fitness of the individuals the variant henceforth will be referred to as
Fitness_Parameter_ euron. In the second set the parental selection is done based on
the distance vector that is calculated. This variant henceforth will be referred to as
Structure_Parameter_ euron. The third set is combination of the selection methods of
set one and two. In these experiments depending on coin-toss selections, the parent could
be either based on Fitness of the individuals or based on distance vector that is calculated.
This variant will be referred to as Str_Fitness_Paramaeter_Neuron.
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3. COTROL PROBLEMS
Chapter Overview:
This chapter deals with familiarizing the readers with correction of common arrhythmias
problem in a simulated human heart and suppression of oscillation in a jet combustion
chamber. The chapter also deals with the parameters that were configured for the control
problems for the experimental stage.
Section 3.1 is to describe the correction of common arrhythmias problem in simulated
human heart. The section begins with brief description about common arrhythmias
problem in human heart and then is followed by explaining the electrical model that is
used for simulation of the human heart. Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 explain the CTRNN
architecture that is used for this problem and the Fitness function that is used for
evaluation. Section 3.2 gives the values of CTRNN and the Evolutionary algorithm
parameters that are used.
Section 3.3 describes the suppression of thermo-acoustic oscillations in Jet Combustion
Chamber. The section begins with a brief description about thermo-acoustic oscillations
and then is followed by explaining about the model that is used for simulation of the
thermo-acoustic oscillations. Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 explain the CTRNN architecture
that is used for this problem and the Fitness function that is used for evaluation. Section
3.2 gives the values of CTRNN and Evolutionary algorithm parameters that are used.
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3.1 Correction of Common Arrhythmias in Simulated Human
Heart:
The first evaluation problem will be to evolve the controllers to correct arrhythmias in a
simulated human heart. The human heart consists of four chambers as illustrated in
Figure 3.1. In a healthy human heart, the left and right atria chambers contract in unison
followed shortly by simultaneous contraction of the ventricles. The Sinoatrial (SA) node,
which is located in the right atrium of the heart consists of self excitatory tissue that
generates regular electrical bursts and generates the heart’s Sinus Rhythm [49]. In a
normal heart, the SA node generates 65-85 beats per minute. The SA node impulse
travels along the walls of the atria causing the two atria’s to contract in unison [50]. The
impulse, in weakened form, also gets relayed to point called Atrio-Ventricular (AV) node
on the lower, ventricular portion of the heart. The AV node lies beneath the endocradium
of the right atrium, near the inter-ventricular spectrum. AV node is also comprised of
self-excitory tissues. The AV node produces an intrinsic firing frequency that drives the
contractions of the ventricles; it however, does entrain to the SA node due to periodic
stimulation from the SA node. The SA node fires and starts an electrical impulse, called
P wave. The width of the P wave measures the time required for the wave to travel across
the artria. The wave next moves down across to AV node where it is delayed by about 0.1
sec before spreading to the walls of the ventricle, causing ventricular contractions. The
delay is for ensuring that atria contracts completely. After conducting through the AV
node, the wave quickly darts through the ventricles, resulting in sharp up and down
waves of the ventricles complex, known as QRS complex (R-Waves).
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Figure 3.1 Human Heart (positions of the sino-atrial and atrio-ventricular Nodes)[51]

Cardiac arrhythmias are breakdowns in the normal relationships between atrial and
ventricular contractions i.e., in cases where there is an abnormal electrical activity in the
heart (P-R wave). Medical assessment (or diagnosis) of the cardiac arrhythmias is done
using Electrocardiogram (ECG). Figure 3.2 shows a simplified representation of ECG
time series. Arrhythmias can be classified depending upon the heart beat rate, or
mechanisms. It can be also be classified into Atrial, Junctional arrhythmias, Atrioventricular, Ventricular, Heart blocks depending upon the place of origin of the
irregularity. In our case we will be concentrating upon the Heart Block Arrhythmias.
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Figure 3.2 Simplified ECG schematic
Heart block arrhythmias are commonly referred to as AV blocks, as the vast number of
these arise from pathology at the atrio-ventricular node. It is one of the most common
causes for Bradycardia. There are three classes AV blocks characterized by specific ECG
signatures. A First degree AV block or a PR prolongation is characterized by a
lengthening of the PR interval beyond a certain acceptable interval, generally taken to be
0.2 seconds. A Second degree AV block is a conduction block between atrias and
ventricles. It can be diagnosed when one or more of the atrial pulses fail to conduct to the
ventricles (I.E., it is characterized by the missing of the R-wave after the P-wave).
Second degree AV block can be further classified into Mobtiz Type I block and Mobitz
Type II block. Mobtiz Type I block (or Wenckebach Block), as shown in figure 3.3, is
characterized by continuous increase in the PR interval until one of the R wave is
dropped. Mobitz Type II block as shown in figure 3.4 is characterized by constant PR
interval in which the R wave is dropped out occasionally. Mobitz Type II block are
further subdivided into groups based on the ratio of atrial and ventricular contractions.
For example in patient who drops R wave after every 5 P waves would be said to have
5:1 Mobitz Type II block. Third degree blocks, also known as complete heart blocks,
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are characterized by condition in which the impulse generated in the SA node (atrium) is
not propagated into the ventricles. As the impulse is blocked the self-excitatory tissue in
the lower chambers will typically activate the ventricles (contractions) i.e., in third degree
block as shown in figure 3.5 there is total failure of synchronization between the top and
bottom of the heart.

Figure 3.3: Time series plots for an unassisted heart with 2nd degree Mobitz
type I block SA node impulse is shown using black thin lines. AV node impose
is shown using bold gray lines

Figure 3.4: Time series plots for an unassisted heart with 2nd degree Mobitz
type II block.
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Figure 3.5: Time series plots for an unassisted heart with 3rd block.

Coupled oscillator model of heart beat generation [52][53] has been adopted for this
work. Although this model is simplistic in many ways not and completely accepted by
cardiologists as a completely valid explanatory model, it never the less serves as a good
descriptive model that possesses interesting dynamics in its own right. In the model, both
the AV and the SA nodes are represented by vanderPol oscillators (Figure 3.6). The two
oscillators share a common coupling "active resistor" (labeled V1 and V2 in Figure)
which is capable of both producing and dissipating energy. The value of the resistor R
controls the degree of coupling between the oscillators. The value of R can be
manipulated to produce all three AV blocks
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Figure 3.6: Schematic representation of coupled oscillator cardiac model
The state equations of the cardiac model as follows
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Where SA node activation (corresponding to voltage equivalent in electrical model) is
represented by x2 and AV node activation is represented by x4 .The node currents through
SA and AV are represented by x1 and x3 respectively. Simulations are induced into SA
and AV nodes through externally controlled voltage sources S1 and S2.
In our experiments, it was assumed that AV node fires at an intrinsical frequency of 40
BPM. To produce realistic AV potentials and also an intrinsic frequency of 40BPM at
AV node the values of C2 and L2 have been chosen as 0.675 and 0.027 respectively. The
degree of coupling between SA and AV node is determined by R, its value has been
chosen as 1.1 to simulate coupling as observed in healthy human heart. The values C1
and L1 reflect the intrinsic frequency of SA node, chosen to produce whole heart intrinsic
frequencies of 40BPM, 60BPM, 80 BPM, 100 BPM and 120 BPM. The table 3.1 below
gives the values of C1 and L1 for different frequencies.

Table 3.1 Heart Model Parameters(C1 and L1) for different heart rates
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3.1.1. CTR EH Controller Architecture for Heart Problem
We have chosen 5-node CTRNN architecture as the reconfigurable hardware to evolve
the electrical circuit for correcting the common arrhythmias problems in the simulated
human heart as shown in the figure 3.7. The output nodes of the oscillator circuit x2 and
x4 (simulated heart) are given as sensory input to the CTRNN and two outputs of the
CTRNN is given as input to the heart (through S1 and S2).

Figure 3.7: Interface of CTRNN Feedback Controller for correction of common
arrhythmias problem.

3.1.2 Fitness Calculation for Heart Problem
Fitness of an individual CTRNN controller generated by the Evolutionary
algorithm is evaluated by simulating CTRNN augmented heart for fifteen simulated
seconds and evaluating the errors between CTRNN augmented heart behavior and
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healthy, non-augmented (normal) heart behavior for ten selected test conditions(heart
beat rates from 40BPM to 120BPM ). The total error for each test condition was the mean
squared error between the augmented heart and normal heart PR interval, the mean
square error between the augmented heart and normal heart RP interval, the mean square
error between the augmented heart and normal heart atrial rate, and the mean square error
between the augmented heart and normal heart ventricular rate. The total error for a
CTRNN controller was taken to be the sum of the errors of each of the test conditions.
The figure 3.8 illustrates the calculation of mean square error between healthy and
augmented PR interval and RP interval. The equation 3.1 represents the calculation of
this mean square error. Trp(hr) and Trp(ar) represents the time between R wave and P
wave in healthy and augmented human heart respectively. Tpr(hr) and Tpr(ar) represents
the time between P wave and R wave in healthy and augmented human heart
respectively. The table 3.2 shows the values of Tpr(hr) and Trp(hr) (PR interval and RP
interval for an healthy heart) for different heart beat rates.

Figure 3.8 shows the calculation of MSE
between normal and augmented PR
interval and mean square error between
normal and augmented RP interval.

E1 = 1 /  * [ ∑ {Trp ( hr ) − Trp ( ar )}2 + ∑ {Tpr ( hr ) − Tpr ( ar )}2 ] -- 3.1
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Heart Beat Rate

PR interval in Healthy

PR interval in Healthy

Heart

Heart

40 BPM

0.631

0.846

60 BPM

0.435

0.556

80 BPM

0.336

0.406

100 BPM

0.278

0.319

120 BPM

0.239

0.259

Table 3.2 Values of PR interval and RP interval values for healthy heart

E 2 = 1 /  * [( mP ( hr ) − nP ( ag )) 2 + ( mR ( hr ) − nR ( ag )) 2 ]

------ 3.2

The figure 3.9 along with the equation 3.2, illustrates the calculation of MSE between
healthy and augmented arterial rates and ventricular rates. mP(hr) and nP(ag) represents
the number of arterial waves over a period of N. mR(hr) and nR(ag) represents the
number of ventricular waves over a period of N. (In our case N has been selected as 60
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simulated seconds). The total error value is calculated as summation of E1 and E2 for all
test conditions consisting of each of the five heart beat rates as defined in table 3.1 under
normal condition i.e., R=1.1 and under 3rd block condition.

3.2 EA and CTR Parameters for Heart Model:
For the heart model the Minipop algorithm and the (six) variants of Modified
Minipop algorithm have been configured to run with population size of 8, so as to keep
the algorithm as compact as possible, for a maximum of 100000 evaluation cycles. The
parameters for Minipop and variants of modified Minipop algorithm are listed down in
the table 3.3 and table 3.4 lists CTRNN parameters for the Heart Controller.

Parameter

Value

Population Size

8

Genome Length

320

Mutation Rate(for Minipop and for
0.005
variants for modified Minipop)
Cross-over Rate(for variants for modified
0.05
Minipop)
Maximum Number of evaluations

100000

Seed Value

Random

Table 3.3: Minipop and Variants of modified Minipop parameters for Heart Model
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Parameter

Value

Number of neurons

5

Number of Inputs

2

Number of Outputs

2

Weight Range

-13.0 to 13.0

Table 3.4 CTRNN parameters for Heart Model

3.3 SUPPRESIO OF THE OSCILLATIOS I JET
COMBUSTIO CHAMBER:
The second control problem that has been selected for evaluation of the Minipop
algorithms and variants is the control of thermo-acoustic instabilities in combustion
chamber of simple, non-turbine, jet engine.
Thermo-acoustic instability can potentially arise in the combustion chamber of any jet
engine, but predominantly in those designed to run in Lean Pre-mixed conditions. Due to
the two-way coupling between the acoustics and the flame dynamics in a combustion
chamber [54][55]. The instabilities could result in damaging vibrations and parasitic heat
transfers and the loss of propulsion efficiency. Despite these problems LP based jet
engine are still desirable as they not only operate at low fuel to air ratio but also produce
fewer pollutants. Many power generation systems, propulsion and heating process
systems that use lean premixed continuous combustion are prone to thermo-acoustic
instabilities. Though passive suppression of the oscillation is possible under certain
circumstances, active control of suppression of the oscillations provides far more
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flexibility and robustness. Designs of the active controllers for suppression of oscillations
rely on accurate modeling of the underlying mechanisms governing combustion
dynamics and a good understanding of the tight and often subtle coupling between
actuators, combustion dynamics, and acoustics.
The graph in the figure 3.10 illustrates the engine pressure with respect to time for the
first 0.04 seconds of uncontrolled operation of unstable desktop combustion chamber. It
can be observed from the graph that the pressure amplitude grows exponentially in the jet
combustion chamber due to thermo-acoustic instabilities. It can be seen that the pressure
amplitude rapidly reaches unsafe levels. The approach for design of the active controller
for suppression of the oscillation in LP based jet combustion chamber can be broadly
classified into two categories. They are Experimental based and Model based active
controllers. In the Experimental based approach a feedback mechanism is selected and
experimentally tuned to suppress instabilities by adjusting effectors on the fly. Tuning
may be done with respect to a real engine. In the Model based approach, initially an
analytical model of the combustor is constructed and studied to find instabilities.
Feedback controllers that remove these instabilities are developed via mathematical
study. These are constructed and added to the engine.
P
r
e
s
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time
Figure 3.10 Internal Pressure Vs time in uncontrolled jet combustion chamber (where Xaxis represents time and Y axis represents pressure in Pascal’s)
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Figure 3.11 Combustion Chamber with Side
mounted Speaker.

A simple combustion chamber with audio speaker, used as control actuators, and
microphone, used as control sensor is shown in Figure 3.11. A fuel air mixture introduced
through the closed end of the chamber is ignited in the flame holder. Heat and thrust are
produced when the combustion products are expelled through the open end. LeanPremixed fuels contribute to the flame instability in the combustor but they are of
particular interest as they release less harmful emissions from the combustor. The flame
instabilities might result in a shortened life or might be instrumental in the disruption of
the operation of the chamber instantly due to positive feedback between the flame and
acoustic vibrations commonly known as TA instability.
A full development of simulation state equations for the propane-fueled combustor based
on the figure 3.11 is given in [55]. The four simulated engine configurations, designated
EM1, EM2 (EM1 and EM2 configurations are shown in Figure 3.12) which represent
speaker end-mount configurations resonant at 357 Hz and 714 Hz and SM1, SM2 (EM1
and EM2 configurations are shown in Figure3.13) which represent side-mount
configurations resonant at 542 Hz and 708 Hz respectively. The exponential growth of
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the pressure amplitude inside the jet combustion chamber is typical for all the four
unstable configurations.
A possible solution to the TA instability problem is the introduction of closed-loop
control [56]. For simple combustor model as shown in Figure 3.11, a closed loop
controller could be placed that would observe engine vibrations through attached
microphone and vibrations are controlled by exciting the speakers effectors. In [31] the
closed controller was hand designed Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) controller.

Figure 3.12: Combustion Chamber with End mounted Speaker

End Speaker Mount Configuration
EM1

357 Hz

EM2

714 Hz

Table 3.5 : Resonant Frequencies for End mount Speaker Configuration
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Figure 3.13: Combustion Chamber with Side mounted Speaker

Side Speaker Mount Configuration
SM1

542 Hz

SM2

708 Hz

Table 3.6: Resonant Frequencies for Side mount Speaker Configuration

3.3.1 CTR-EH Controller Architecture for Jet Combustion
Chamber:
We have chosen 5-node CTRNN architecture as the reconfigurable hardware to evolve
the controller for controlling the thermo-acoustic oscillations in combustion chamber of
jet engine as shown in the figure 3.11. Each neuron in the CTRNN receives a raw
microphone value as the sensory input. The output from two neurons controls the
amplitude and frequency of the oscillator that is given as input to the speaker.
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Figure 3.11 Interface of CTRNN Feedback Controller for Jet Combustion Chamber

3.3.2 Fitness Function for Jet Combustion Chamber Problem:
The objective function to be minimized is the area under the amplitude curve of the
microphone for one second of simulated time. Ideally, this value would be zero for a
combustor that never vibrates and is not possible to achieve in real world.

3.4 EA and CTR Parameters for Jet Combustion problem:
For the heart model the Minipop algorithm and the (six) variants of Modified Minipop
algorithm have been configured to run with population size of 8, to keep the algorithm as
compact as possible, for a maximum of 30000 evaluation cycle. The parameters for
Minipop and variants of modified Minipop algorithm is listed in the table 3.7. and table
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3.8 lists CTRNN parameters for the Heart Controller. To make a fair assessment of
Minipop and its derivatives (modified Minipop variants) each experiment is carried out
40 times.
Parameter

Value

Population Size

8

Genome Length

320

Mutation Rate(for Minipop and for variants for modified
0.005
Minipop)
Cross-over Rate(for variants for modified Minipop)

0.05

Maximum Number of evaluations

100000

Seed Value

Random

Table 3.7 Minipop and Variants of modified Minipop parameters for Jet Combustion
Chamber Problem

Parameter

Value

Number of neurons

5

Number of Inputs

2

Number of Outputs

1

Weight Range

-13.0 to 13.0

Table 3.8 CTRNN Parameters for Jet Combustion Chamber problem
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4 Experimental Results
4.1 Experimental Results for Heart Problem:
Figure 4.1 through 4.3 illustrate the correction of common arrhythmias in simulated
human heart by one of the evolved controllers which has a fitness score of 1.67. Figure
4.1 shows typical correction of a 2nd degree Mobitz type I block. Figure 4.1a shows time
series plots of SA and AV activations over a period of fifteen seconds for a model heart
coupled with the evolved controller beating at 60 BPM. The value of R has been changed
to 0.09 instead of 1.1, the other parameters being constant as described in section 3.2, to
simulate 2nd degree Mobitz type I block.
Figure 4.2 illustrates typical correction of 2nd degree Mobitz Type II 2:1 block. Figure
4.2 illustrates SA and AV activation time series for a damaged heart beating at 100 BPM
coupled with evolved controller whose fitness value is 1.65. The value of R has been
changed to 0.26 instead of 1.1; the other parameters are kept constant as described in
section 3.2, to simulate 2nd degree Mobitz type II 2:1 block.
Figure 4.3 shows typical correction of 3rd degree AV block. The value of R has been
changed to 0 instead of 1.1, the other parameters being constant as described in section
3.2 for 120 BPM heart rate, to simulate 3rd degree AV block.
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SA Node Potential

AV Node Potential

Figure 4.1 Time series plots for an assisted heart with 2nd degree Mobitz type I block
(heart coupled with the evolved controller).

AV Node Potential

SA Node Potential

Figure 4.2: Time series plots for an assisted heart with 2nd degree Mobitz type II block.
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SA Node Potential

AV Node Potential

Figure 4.3: Time series plots for an assisted heart with 3rd degree block

4.2 Algorithm Assessment Parameters for correction of
Arrhythmias in Simulated Human Heart.
The performance of each variant algorithm is assessed by two factors
i) Time to acceptable Solutions (TTA) TTA is the number of evaluation cycles
required for the algorithm to come across an acceptable solution. Based on our prior
knowledge of the control problem, coupled with our experiments it has been found that,
when the error value of the evolved controller was at less than or equal to 1.65 then
evolved controller was stable and acceptable. Hence we have chosen a target error value
of 1.65 to calculate TTA.
ii) Final Fitness Value (FFV) FFV is determined by allowing the algorithm is
allowed to run for predefined number of evaluations before the fitness value is recorded.
For this control problem the algorithm is allowed to run for 100,000 evaluation cycles.
The FFV is the error score of the best individual after 100,000 evaluation cycles.
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50 trails of experiments were conducted for each algorithm to compare the
performance of the Minipop and variants of modified Minipop on the evolution of
controller for correction of common arrhythmias in simulated human heart.

4.2.1 Experimental results Time to Acceptable Solutions:
From the experiments conducted it has been found that the average number of
evaluation cycles required for the Minipop algorithm to reach an acceptable solution
(solution with a fitness value of 1.65) is 2964. The variants of the modified Minipop
algorithm took between 3957 to 6700 evaluation cycles. The results are tabulated in table
4.1. By observing the data, one may infer that Minipop algorithm performs better in
terms of time to acceptable solutions compared to variants of modified Minipop.
Among the modified Minipop variants Str_Fitness_'euron does better than the rest.
Figure 4.4 shows the box plot for all the variants of the algorithm.
Average

Standard

(Eval. Cycles)

Deviation

Algorithm

Minipop

2964

1601

Structure_Paramaeter_'euron

6309

15551

Fitness_Paramaeter_'euron

4191

6590

Str_Fitness_Paramaeter_'euron

6700

12416

Structure_'euron

5916

13456

Fitness_'euron

6683

11357

Str_Fitness_'euron

3957

5023

Table 4.1 Average Time to Acceptable Solution for Heart Control Problem
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Figure 4.4: Shows the Box plot for the Time to Acceptable Solutions in Heart problem
case. Y-axis represents the evaluation cycles, and X-axis A - Minipop, B Fitness_Paramaeter_Neuron,
C
–
Structure_Parameter_Neuron,
DStr_Fitness_Paramaeter_Neuron, E – Structure_Neuron, F - Fitness_Neuron, G Str_Fitness_Neuron.

To increase our confidence that the Minipop algorithm is better than all variants of
modified Minipop in terms of time to acceptable solutions for the heart control problem,
we conducted ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) test on population distributions, tabulated
in table 4.2. Even though we anecdotally believe that unadorned Minipop is indeed the
best variant for the heart problem in general, from the ANOVA results (P = 0.58), we fail
to reject the hypothesis that means of all the algorithms is the same, in other words we
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need to conduct experimental trails to be able say anything with any reasonable level of
statistical confidence.
Source of Variation Sum of Squares
Mean Squares
F
Treatments
5.3299E+08
8.8832E+07
0.7931
(between columns)
Residuals (within
2.9570E+10
1.1201E+08
columns)
Total
3.0103E+10
The probability of this result, assuming the null hypothesis, is 0.58
Table 4.2: ANOVA results for the TTA case in heart problem.

4.2.1 Experimental results for Final Fitness Value:
The table 4.3 shows the final fitness value after 100000 evaluations for all the algorithms
along with standard deviation. We observe from the table that the unadorned Minipop
algorithm performs better than all variants of modified Minipop. Figure 4.5 shows the
box plot for all the variants of the algorithm. To increase our confidence that the
Minipop algorithm is better than all variants of modified Minipop in terms of final fitness
value for the heart control problem, we conducted ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) test
on population distributions, tabulated in Table 4.4. From the ANOVA results (P =
0.0006) it can be concluded that there is significant difference between the means of the
algorithms. To ascertain the means of which algorithm differ with respect to one another
T-Tests have been conducted, the results of the T-test are tabulated in Table 4.5. From the
T-Test results it can be conclusively said that Minipop algorithm is better than all the
crossover variants.
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Average (Fitness.

Standard

Value)

Deviation

Algorithm

Minipop

1.317

0.096

Structure_Paramaeter_'euron

1.4227

0.1215

Fitness_Paramaeter_'euron

1.3686

0.1180

Str_Fitness_Paramaeter_'euron

1.4014

0.1185

Structure_'euron

1.3903

0.0948

Fitness_'euron

1.3831

0.1612

Str_Fitness_'euron

1.4318

0.0885

Table 4.3 : Average Final Fitness values for different algorithms for the Heart Problem
case.

Figure 4.5: Shows the Box plot for the Time to Acceptable Solutions in Heart problem
case. Y-axis represents the evaluation cycles, and X-axis represents the algorithms, A Minipop, B - Fitness_Paramaeter_Neuron, C – Structure_Parameter_Neuron, D50

Str_Fitness_Paramaeter_Neuron, E – Structure_Neuron, F - Fitness_Neuron, G Str_Fitness_Neuron.

Source of Variation Sum of Squares
Mean Squares
F
Treatments
0.3385
5.6414E-02
4.132
(between columns)
Residuals (within
3.605
1.3654E-02
columns)
Total
3.943
The probability of this result, assuming the null hypothesis, is 0.0006
Table 4.4: ANOVA results for the Final Solutions in heart problem

4.3 Experimental Results for Jet Combustion Chamber
Problem:
The controllers that are evolved using the Minipop and variants of modified Minipop
algorithms are able to suppress the oscillations in Jet Combustion Chamber.
To compare the performance of Minipop and variants of modified Minipop algorithms on
the suppression of oscillations in Jet Combustion Chamber, 70 trails were conducted for
each algorithm on each of the four engine configuration (SM1, SM2, EM1, and EM2).

4.4 Assessment Parameters for the Jet Combustion Chamber
problem:
The performance of the algorithms is assessed by two factors
i) Time to acceptable Solutions (TTA) i.e., number of evaluation cycles required
for the algorithm to come across an acceptable solution. Based on our prior knowledge of
the control problem, coupled with our experiments it has been found that, when the error
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T-Test

Minipop

Structure_Paramaet
er_Neuron

Structure_Para
maeter_Neuron

Fitness_Param
aeter_Neuron

P = 0.001
[Minipop]

P = .0359
[Minipop]
P = 0.047
[Fitness_Para
maeter_Neuro
n]

Fitness_Paramaeter
_Neuron

Str_Fitness_Par
amaeter_Neuro
n
P = 0.0012
[Minipop]

Structure_Ne
uron

Fitness_Neuro
n

P = 0.001
[Minipop]

P = 0.0299
[Minipop]

P = 0.001
[Minipop]

P = 0.2306
[Str_Fitness_Pa
ramaeter_Neur
on]
P = 0.4436
[Fitness_Param
aeter_Neuron]

P = 0.3674
[Structure_Ne
uron]

P = 0.6474
[Fitness_Neur
on]

P = .1884
[Fitness_Para
maeter_Neur
on]
P = 0.6548
[Structure_Ne
uron]

P = 0.2192
[Fitness_Para
maeter_Neur
on]
P = 0.5713
[Fitness_Neur
on]

P = 0.0102
[Structure_P
aramaeter_N
euron]
P = 0. 7099
[Fitness_Para
maeter_Neur
on]
P = 0.2255
[Str_Fitness_
Paramaeter_
Neuron]
P =0.0542
[Structure_N
euron]
P =0.1047
[Fitness_Neu
ron]

Str_Fitness_Parama
eter_Neuron

Structure_Neuron

P =0.8083
[Fitness_Neur
on]

Fitness_Neuron

Indicates the Statistically significant (Confidence level 95 %)
Indicates the Statistically significant (Confidence level 90 %)
[ ] --------------- Winner of the two algorithms
Table 4.5: T-Test for Final solutions for correction of common arrhythmias problem in simulated human heart.
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Str_Fitness_
Neuron

value of the evolved controller was at less than or equal to 400 then evolved controller
was stable and acceptable. Hence we have chosen an error value of 400 to calculate TTA.
ii) Final Fitness Value (FFV) , In this case the algorithm is allowed to run for
predefined number of evaluations before the fitness value is recorded. For this control
problem the algorithm is allowed to run for 30,000 evaluation cycles.

4.4.1 Performance assessment in EM1 configuration:
4.4.1.2 Experimental results for Time to acceptable Solutions (TTA)
From the experiments conducted it has been found that average number of evaluation
cycles required for the Minipop algorithm to reach an acceptable solution (solution with a
fitness value of 400) is 686 evaluation cycles. The variants of the modified Minipop
algorithm took between 633 to 1388 cycles. The results are tabulated in the table 4.6. By
observing the data, one may infer that Structure_#euron algorithm performs slightly
better in terms of TTA compared to Minipop and variants of modified Minipop. Minipop
algorithm fairs better with respect to rest of the algorithms. Figure 4.6 shows the box plot
for all the variants of the algorithm.
To increase our confidence that that the Structure_#euron is better than all variants of
modified Minipop for time to acceptable solution in case of Jet Combustion chamber
problem in EM1 configuration, we conducted ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) test on
population distributions tabulated in table 4.7. From the ANOVA results (P = 0.042) it
can be concluded that there is significant difference between the means of the algorithms.
To ascertain the means of which algorithm differ with respect to one another T-Tests
have been conducted, the results of the T-test are tabulated in Table 4.8. From the T-Test
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results it can be conclusively said that Minipop differs statistically only with
Str_Fitness_Neuron, Str_Fitness_Parameter differs statistically with Str_Fitness_Neuron
and Structure_Neuron differs statistically with Str_Fitness_Neuron. Even though we
believe that Structure_#euron is better than Minipop and other variants of modified
Minipop, we need to run more experiments to be able to say that with reasonable degree
of statistical confidence.
Average (Eval.

Standard

Cycles)

Deviation

Algorithm

Minipop

686

638

Structure_Paramaeter_#euron

778

807

Fitness_Paramaeter_#euron

942

1092

Str_Fitness_Paramaeter_#euron

728

596

Structure_#euron

633

186

Fitness_#euron

1047

175

Str_Fitness_#euron

1388

1630

Table 4.6: TTA results for different algorithms for Jet Combustion Chamber in EM1
configuration
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Figure 4.6: Shows the Box plot for the Time to Acceptable Solutions in Jet Combustion
Chamber in EM1 configuration case. Y-axis represents the evaluation cycles, and X-axis
represents the algorithms A - Minipop, B - Structure_Paramaeter_Neuron, C –
Fitness_Parameter_Neuron, D- Str_Fitness_Paramaeter_Neuron, E – Structure_Neuron,
F - Fitness_Neuron, G - Str_Fitness_Neuron.

Source of Variation Sum of Squares
Mean Squares
F
Treatments
1.4927E+07
2.4878E+06
2.211
(between columns)
Residuals (within
2.9147E+08
1.1254E+06
columns)
Total
3.0640E+08
The probability of this result, assuming the null hypothesis, is 0.042

Table 4.7: ANOVA results for the TTA in case of Jet Combustion Chamber in EM1
configuration.
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T-Test

Minipop

Structure_Paramaet
er_Neuron

Structure_Para
maeter_Neuron

Fitness_Param
aeter_Neuron

P = 0.5799
[Minipop]

P =0.217
[Minipop]
P = 0.4608
[Structure_Par
amaeter_Neur
on]

Fitness_Paramaeter
_Neuron

Str_Fitness_Par
amaeter_Neuro
n
P = 0.7632
[Minipop]
P = 0.7599
[Str_Fitness_Pa
ramaeter_Neur
on]
P = 0.2905
[Str_Fitness_Pa
ramaeter_Neur
on]

Str_Fitness_Parama
eter_Neuron

Structure_Ne
uron

Fitness_Neuro
n

P = 0.7300
[Structure_Ne
uron]
P = 0.3989
[Structure_Ne
uron]

P = 0.4378
[Minipop]

P = 0.0169
[Minipop]

P = 0.6867
[Structure_Pa
ramaeter_Ne
uron]
P = 0.8577
[Fitness_Para
maeter_Neur
on]
P = 0.5361
[Str_Fitness_
Paramaeter_
Neuron]
P =0.3346
[Structure_Ne
uron]

P = 0.0435
[Structure_P
aramaeter_N
euron]
P = 0.1653
[Fitness_Para
maeter_Neur
on]
P = 0.0234
[Str_Fitness_
Paramaeter_
Neuron]
P =0.0112
[Structure_N
euron]
P =0.1639
[Fitness_Neu
ron]

P = .1442
[Structure_Ne
uron]
P = 0.5181
[Structure_Ne
uron]

Structure_Neuron

Fitness_Neuron

Str_Fitness_
Neuron

Indicates the Statistically significant (Confidence level 95 %)
Indicates the Statistically significant (Confidence level 90 %)
[ ] --------------- Winner of the two algorithms
Table 4. 8: T-Test for Time to acceptable solutions, for suppression of oscillations in Jet Combustion Chamber in EM1
Configuration.
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4.4.1.2 Final Fitness Value:
The table 4.9 shows the final fitness value after 30000 evaluations for all the algorithms
along with standard deviation. The results show that Minipop has an average fitness of
181.46 and the average of the fitness of variants of modified Minipop ranges from 175.85
to 194.21. Fitness_euron performs better in terms of Final Fitness averages compared
to rest. Figure 4.7 shows the box plot for all the variants of the algorithm. To increase
our confidence that that the Fitness_euron algorithm is better than all variants of
modified Minipop in terms of final fitness value for jet combustion chamber in EM1
configuration, we conducted ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) test on population
distributions, tabulated in table 4.10. Even though we anecdotally believe that
Fitness_euron is indeed the best variant for the heart problem in general, from the
ANOVA results (P = 0.37), we fail to reject the hypothesis that means of all the
algorithms is the same, in other words we need to conduct experimental trails to be able
say anything with any reasonable level of statistical confidence.
Average (Fitness.

Standard

Value)

Deviation

Algorithm

Minipop

181.46

32.1

Structure_Paramaeter_euron

188.2

42.2

Fitness_Paramaeter_euron

183.8

45.2

Str_Fitness_Paramaeter_euron

194.21

46.608

Structure_euron

186.67

47.2

Fitness_euron

175.85

40.53832

Str_Fitness_euron

189.99

47.355

Table 4.9: Final Fitness values for different algorithms for EM1 configuration
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Figure 4.7: Shows the Box plot for the Final Solutions in Jet Combustion Chamber in
EM1 configuration case. Y-axis represents the evaluation cycles, and X-axis represents
the algorithms, A - Minipop, B - Structure_Paramaeter_Neuron, C –
Fitness_Parameter_Neuron, D- Str_Fitness_Paramaeter_Neuron, E – Structure_Neuron,
F - Fitness_Neuron, G - Str_Fitness_Neuron.

Source of Variation Sum of Squares
Mean Squares
F
Treatments
1.2264E+04
6
2044.0
1.095
(between columns)
Residuals (within
5.5430E+05
1866.
columns)
Total
5.6657E+05
The probability of this result, assuming the null hypothesis, is 0.37

Table 4.10: ANOVA results for the Final Solutions in case of Jet Combustion Chamber
in EM1 configuration.
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4.4.2 Performance assessment in EM2 configuration:
4.4.2.1 Time to Acceptable Solutions:
From the experiments conducted it has been found that average number of evaluation
cycles required for the Minipop algorithm to reach an acceptable solution (solution with a
fitness value of 400) is 632 evaluation cycles. The variants of the modified Minipop
algorithm took between 675 to 1388 cycles. The results are tabulated in the table 4.11. So
by looking at these experiments, one may infer that Minipop algorithm performs slightly
better in terms of TTA compared to variants of modified Minipop. Figure 4.8 shows the
box plot for all the variants of the algorithm.
Average (Eval.

Standard

Cycles)

Deviation

Algorithm

Minipop

632

668.17

Structure_Paramaeter_euron

675

483.3

Fitness_Paramaeter_euron

915

1257.4

Str_Fitness_Paramaeter_euron

1388

1630.554

Structure_euron

763

1032.455

Fitness_euron

1047

1239.08

Str_Fitness_euron

1017

1384.132

Table 4.11: TTA results for different algorithms in EM2 configuration.

To increase our confidence that the Minipop algorithm is better than all variants of
modified Minipop in terms of time to acceptable solutions for jet combustion chamber
problem in EM2 configuration, we conducted ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) test on
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population distributions, tabulated in table 4.12. Even though we anecdotally believe that
Minipop is indeed the best variant for the heart problem in general, from the ANOVA
results (P = 0.24), we fail to reject the hypothesis that means of all the algorithms is the
same, in other words we need to conduct experimental trails to be able say anything with
any reasonable level of statistical confidence.

Figure 4.8: Shows the Box plot for the Time to Acceptable Solutions in Jet Combustion
Chamber in EM2 configuration case. Y-axis represents the evaluation cycles, and X-axis
represents the algorithms A - Minipop, B - Structure_Paramaeter_Neuron, C –
Fitness_Parameter_Neuron, D- Str_Fitness_Paramaeter_Neuron, E – Structure_Neuron,
F - Fitness_Neuron, G - Str_Fitness_Neuron.
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Source of Variation Sum of Squares
Mean Squares
F
Treatments
1.1125E+07
1.8541E+06
1.331
(between columns)
Residuals (within
3.6075E+08
1.3928E+06
columns)
Total
3.7187E+08
The probability of this result, assuming the null hypothesis, is 0.24
Table 4.12: ANOVA results for the TTA in case of Jet Combustion Chamber in EM2
configuration.

4.4.2.2 Final Fitness Value:
The table 4.13 shows the final fitness value after 30000 evaluations for all the algorithms
along with standard deviation. The observation of the results shows that Minipop
performs better than variants of modified Minipop with fitness value of 162.97. Among
the crossover variants Fitness_Parameter_Neuron is better with fitness value of 171.33.
Figure 4.9 shows the box plot for all the variants of the algorithm.

Average

Standard

Algorithm
(Fitness. Value) Deviation
Minipop

162.97

36.700

Structure_Paramaeter_euron

172.073

38.74

Fitness_Paramaeter_euron

171.33

36.55

Str_Fitness_Paramaeter_euron

189.99

47.355

Structure_euron

181.423

47.3683

Fitness_euron

175.85

40.53832

Str_Fitness_euron

178.23

42.321

Table 4.13: Final Fitness values for different algorithms in EM2 Configuration
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To increase our confidence that that the Minipop algorithm is better than all
variants of modified Minipop in terms of final solutions for jet combustion chamber
problem in EM2 configuration, we conducted ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) test on
population distributions, tabulated in table 4.14. Even though we anecdotally believe that
unadorned Minipop is indeed the best variant for the heart problem in general, from the
ANOVA results (P = 0.60). we fail to reject the hypothesis that means of all the
algorithms is the same, in other words we need to conduct experimental trails to be able
say anything with any reasonable level of statistical confidence.

Figure 4.9: Shows the Box plot for the Final Solutions in Jet Combustion Chamber in
EM2 configuration case. Y-axis represents the evaluation cycles, and X-axis A Minipop, B - Structure_Paramaeter_Neuron, C – Fitness_Parameter_Neuron, DStr_Fitness_Paramaeter_Neuron, E – Structure_Neuron, F - Fitness_Neuron, G Str_Fitness_Neuron.
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Source of Variation Sum of Squares
Mean Squares
F
Treatments
7915.0
1319.0
0.7600
(between columns)
Residuals (within
4.4955E+5
1736.0
columns)
Total
4.5746E+05
The probability of this result, assuming the null hypothesis, is 0.60
Table 4.14: ANOVA results for the Final Solutions in case of Jet Combustion Chamber
in EM2 configuration.

4.4.3 Performance assessment in SM1 configuration:
4.4.3.1Time to Acceptable Solutions:
From the experiments conducted it has been found that average number of evaluation
cycles required for the Minipop algorithm to reach an acceptable solution ( solution with
a fitness value of 400) is 501 evaluation cycles. The variants of the modified Minipop
algorithm took between 653 to 1104 cycles. The results are tabulated in the table 4.15. So
by looking at these experiments, one may infer that Minipop algorithm performs better in
terms of TTA compared to variants of modified Minipop. Among the modified Minipop
variants Fitness_Neuron does better than the rest. Figure 4.10 shows the box plot for all
the variants of the algorithm.
To increase our confidence that that the Minipop algorithm is better than all
variants of modified Minipop for time to acceptable solutions for jet combustion chamber
in SM1 mode, we conducted ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) test on population
distributions, tabulated in 4.16. Even though we anecdotally believe that Minipop is
indeed the best variant for the heart problem in general, from the ANOVA results (P =
0.24), we fail to reject the hypothesis that means of all the algorithms is the same, in other
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words we need to conduct experimental trails to be able say anything with any reasonable
level of statistical confidence.

Average (Eval.

Standard

Cycles)

Deviation

Algorithm

Minipop

501

493.433

Structure_Paramaeter_euron

1104

1319.78

Fitness_Paramaeter_euron

653

840.26

Str_Fitness_Paramaeter_euron

768

1091.173

Structure_euron

812

913.13

Fitness_euron

659

840.26

Str_Fitness_euron

965

1061.2

Table 4.15: TTA results for different algorithms for Jet combustion chamber in SM1
configuration
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Figure 4.10: Shows the Box plot for the Time to Acceptable Solutions in Jet Combustion
Chamber in EM2 configuration case. Y-axis represents the evaluation cycles, and X-axis
A - Minipop, B - Structure_Paramaeter_Neuron, C – Fitness_Parameter_Neuron, DStr_Fitness_Paramaeter_Neuron, E – Structure_Neuron, F - Fitness_Neuron, G Str_Fitness_Neuron.

Source of Variation Sum of Squares
Mean Squares
F
Treatments
1.2226E+07
2.0376E+06
1.817
(between columns)
Residuals (within
2.9039E+08
1.1212E+06
columns)
Total
3.0262E+08
The probability of this result, assuming the null hypothesis, is 0.096
Table 4.16: ANOVA results for the TTA in case of Jet Combustion Chamber in EM2
configuration.
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4.4.3.2 Final Fitness Value:
The table 4.17 shows the final fitness value after 30000 evaluations for all the algorithms
along with standard deviation. The observation of the results it may be inferred that
Minipop algorithm performs better than the variants of modified Minipop (although there
is not much of difference between Minipop and Fitness_Neuron). Figure 4.11 shows the
box plot for all the variants of the algorithm. To increase our confidence that that the
Minipop algorithm is better than all variants of modified Minipop in terms of final
solutions for jet combustion chamber problem in SM1 configuration, we conducted
ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) test on population distributions. Even though we
anecdotally believe that Minipop is indeed the better than cross-over variants for the
heart problem in general, from the ANOVA results (P = 0.79), we fail to reject the
hypothesis that means of all the algorithms is the same, in other words we need to
conduct experimental trails to be able say anything with any reasonable level of statistical
confidence.
Average (Fitness.

Standard

Value)

Deviation

161.77

28.69

Structure_Paramaeter_euron

171.64

50.023

Fitness_Paramaeter_euron

170.298

43.54

Str_Fitness_Paramaeter_euron

173.458

52.413

Structure_euron

172.9155

40.694

Fitness_euron

162.59

36.06

Str_Fitness_euron

175.200

47.48

Algorithm

Minipop

Table 4.17: Final Fitness values for different algorithms in SM1 configuration
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Figure 4.11: Shows the Box plot for the Final Solutions in Jet Combustion Chamber in
SM1 configuration case. Y-axis represents the evaluation cycles, and X-axis represents
algorithm,
A
Minipop,
B
Structure_Paramaeter_Neuron,
C
–
Fitness_Parameter_Neuron, D- Str_Fitness_Paramaeter_Neuron, E – Structure_Neuron,
F - Fitness_Neuron, and G - Str_Fitness_Neuron.

Source of Variation Sum of Squares
Mean Squares
Treatments
5989.0
998.2
(between columns)
Residuals (within
4.9036E+05
1893.0
columns)
Total
4.9635E+05
The probability of this result, assuming the null hypothesis, is 0.79

F
0.5272

Table 4.18: ANOVA results for the Final Solutions in case of Jet Combustion Chamber
in SM1 configuration.
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4.4.4 Performance assessment in SM2 configuration:
4.4.4.1Time to Acceptable Solutions:
From the experiments conducted it has been found that average number of evaluation
cycles required for the Minipop algorithm to reach an acceptable solution (solution with a
fitness value of 400) is 745 evaluation cycles. The variants of the modified Minipop
algorithm took between 653 to 1272 cycles. From the results tabulated in the table 4.19
one can observe that Fitness_euron algorithm performs slightly better in terms of TTA
compared to others. Figure 4.12 gives the box plot for the population distribution of all
the algorithms
Average (Eval.

Standard

Cycles)

Deviation

Algorithm

Minipop

745

485.713

Structure_Paramaeter_euron

969

865.561

Fitness_Paramaeter_euron

1099

1325.498

Str_Fitness_Paramaeter_euron

1036

1265.565

Structure_euron

812

913.138

Fitness_euron

653

840.260

Str_Fitness_euron

1273

1421.56

Table 4.19: TTA results for different algorithms, for Jet Combustion Chamber problem in
SM2 configuration.

To increase our confidence that that the Fitness_euron algorithm is better than all other
variants of modified Minipop in terms of time to acceptable solutions for the Jet
Combustion Chamber problem in SM2 configuration, we conducted ANOVA (Analysis
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of Variance) test on population distributions, tabulated in 4.20. From the ANOVA results
(P = 0.026) it can be concluded that there is significant difference between the means of
the algorithms. To ascertain the means of which algorithm differ with respect to one
another, T-Tests have been conducted, the results of the T-test are tabulated in Table
4.21. From the t-test results it has been observed that we need to run more trails in order
to be able to say that Fitness_Neuron is better variant for the average time to acceptable
solutions for the jet combustion chamber problem in SM2 configuration with any
reasonable level of statistical confidence.

Figure 4.12: Shows the Box plot for the Time to Acceptable Solutions in Jet Combustion
Chamber in EM2 configuration case. Y-axis represents the evaluation cycles, and X-axis
represents algorithms, A - Minipop, B - Structure_Paramaeter_Neuron, C –
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Fitness_Parameter_Neuron, D- Str_Fitness_Paramaeter_Neuron, E – Structure_Neuron,
F - Fitness_Neuron, G - Str_Fitness_Neuron.

Source of Variation
Sum of Squares
Mean Squares
Treatments
2.1786E+07
3.6310E+06
(between columns)
Residuals (within
3.8531E+08
1.4877E+06
columns)
Total
4.0709E+08
The probability of this result, assuming the null hypothesis, is 0.026

F
2.441

Table 4.20: ANOVA results for the TTA in case of Jet Combustion Chamber in SM2
configuration.

4.4.4.2 Final Fitness Value:
The table 4.22 shows the final fitness value after 30000 evaluations for all the algorithms
along with standard deviation. The observation of the results shows Fitness_Neuron
performs a bit better than Minipop and other variants. Figure 4.13 shows the box diagram
of the population distribution for all the algorithms.
To increase our confidence that that the Fitness_euron algorithm is better than all other
variants of modified Minipop in terms of final solution for the Jet Combustion Chamber
problem in SM2 configuration, we conducted ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) test on
population distributions, tabulated in 4.23. From the ANOVA results (P = 0.021) it can
be concluded that there is significant difference between the means of the algorithms. To
ascertain the means of which algorithm differ with respect to one another, T-Tests have
been conducted, results of the T-test are tabulated in Table 4.24. From the T-tests it can
be statistically said that Minipop algorithm is better than Structure_Neuron,
Str_Fitness_Neuron and Str_Fitness_Paramaeter_Neuron, Fitness_Neuron is better than
Structure_Neuron,

Str_Fitness_Paramaeter_Neuron

&

Str_Fitness_Neuron

and

Structure_Neuron is better than Str_Fitness_Paramaeter_Neuron. For the rest number of
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T-Test

Minipop

Structure_Paramaet
er_Neuron

Structure_Para
maeter_Neuron

Fitness_Param
aeter_Neuron

P = 0.2958
[Minipop]

P = 0.2645
[Minipop]
P = 0.9743
[Structure_Par
amaeter_Neur
on]

Fitness_Paramaeter
_Neuron

Str_Fitness_Par
amaeter_Neuro
n
P = 0.2336
[Minipop]

Structure_Ne
uron

Fitness_Neuro
n

Str_Fitness_
Neuron

P = 0.1725
[Minipop]

P = 0.0264
[Minipop]

P = 0.8778
[Structure_Para
maeter_Neuron
]
P = 0.8457
[Fitness_Param
aeter_Neuron]

P = 0.9036
[Structure_Ne
uron]

P = 0.9133
[Fitness_Neur
on]
P = 0.3688
[Fitness_Neur
on]

P = 0.8675
[Structure_Ne
uron]

P = 0.3458
[Fitness_Neur
on]

P = 0.9599
[Structure_Ne
uron]

P = 0.2968
[Fitness_Neur
on]

Str_Fitness_Parama
eter_Neuron

Structure_Neuron

P = 0.2457
[Fitness_Neur
on]

Fitness_Neuron

P = 0.8773
[Structure_P
aramaeter_N
euron]
P = 0.8431
[Fitness_Para
maeter_Neur
on]
P = 0.9952
[Str_Fitness_
Paramaeter_
Neuron]
P = 0.9631
[Structure_N
euron]
P = 0.2724
[Fitness_Neu
ron]

Indicates the Statistically significant (Confidence level 95 %)
Indicates the Statistically significant (Confidence level 90 %)
[ ] --------------- Winner of the two algorithms
Table 4.21: T-Test for Time acceptable solutions for suppression of oscillations in Jet Combustion Chamber in SM2 Configuration.
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experiments carried out not significant enough to make any conclusive statements about
the performance of the algorithms with respect one another.

Average (Fitness.

Standard

Value)

Deviation

Algorithm

Minipop

170.323

29.286

Structure_Parametern

185.398

32.8636

Fitness_Parametern

170.0791

38.13

Str_Fitness_Parametern

191.102

42.585

Structure_(euron

172.916

40.694

Fitness_(euron

162.593

36.06

Str_Fitness_(euron

196.315

45.002

Table 4.22: Final Fitness values for different algorithms in SM2 configuration
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Figure 4.13: Shows the Box plot for the Final Solutions in Jet Combustion Chamber in
SM1 configuration case. Y-axis represents the evaluation cycles, and X-axis represents,
A - Minipop, B - Structure_Paramaeter_Neuron, C – Fitness_Parameter_Neuron, DStr_Fitness_Paramaeter_Neuron, E – Structure_Neuron, F - Fitness_Neuron, G Str_Fitness_Neuron.

Source of Variation Sum of Squares
Mean Squares
Treatments
2.4050E+04
4008.0
(between columns)
Residuals (within
4.0896E+05
1579.
columns)
Total
4.3301E+05
The probability of this result, assuming the null hypothesis, is 0.021

F
2.539

Table 4.23: ANOVA results for the Final Solutions in case of Jet Combustion Chamber
in EM2 configuration.
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T-Test

Minipop

Structure_Paramaet
er_Neuron

Structure_Para
maeter_Neuron

Fitness_Param
aeter_Neuron

P = 0.0381
[Minipop]

P = 0.9752
[Fitness_Para
maeter_Neuro
n]
P = 0.0647
[Fitness_Para
maeter_Neuro
n]

Fitness_Paramaeter
_Neuron

Str_Fitness_Par
amaeter_Neuro
n
P = 0.0158
[Minipop]

Structure_Ne
uron

Fitness_Neuro
n

Str_Fitness_
Neuron

P = 0.6345
[Minipop]

P = 0.2152
[Fitness_Neur
on]

P = 0.0040
[Minipop]

P = 0.5155
[Structure_Para
maeter_Neuron
]
P = 0.0263
[Fitness_Param
aeter_Neuron]

P = 0.2138
[Structure_Ne
uron]

P = 0.6332
[Fitness_Neur
on]

P = 0.6479
[Fitness_Para
maeter_Neur
on]
P = 0.0929
[Structure_Ne
uron]

P = 0.2486
[Fitness_Neur
on]

P = 0.2314
[Structure_P
aramaeter_N
euron]
P = 0.0077
[Fitness_Para
maeter_Neur
on]
P = 0.6056
[Str_Fitness_
Paramaeter_
Neuron]
P = 0.0332
[Structure_N
euron]
P = 0.1420
[Fitness_Neu
ron]

Str_Fitness_Parama
eter_Neuron

Structure_Neuron

P = 0.3194
[Fitness_Neur
on]
P = 0.5033
[Fitness_Neur
on]

Fitness_Neuron

Indicates the Statistically significant (Confidence level 95 %)
Indicates the Statistically significant (Confidence level 90 %)
[ ] --------------- Winner of the two algorithms
Table 4.20 : T-Test for Final Solutions for suppression of oscillations in Jet Combustion chamber in SM2 Configuration.
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5HVXOWV'LVFXVVLRQDQG)XWXUH:RUN

7KLV FKDSWHU FRQWDLQV DQ RYHUYLHZ RI WKH UHVXOWV SUHVHQWHG LQ FKDSWHU  LQFOXGLQJ D
GLVFXVVLRQRQWKHUHVXOWVDVZHOODVGLUHFWLRQVIRUIXWXUHZRUN

5HVXOWV6XPPDU\DQG'LVFXVVLRQ
7KH UHVXOWV SUHVHQWHG LQ WKH SUHYLRXV FKDSWHU LOOXVWUDWHV WKDW YDULDQWV RI 0LQLSRS
DOJRULWKP KDYH QRW EH EHHQ DEOH WR LPSURYH WKH SHUIRUPDQFH FRPSDUHG WR 0LQLSRS LQ
PRVW FDVHV IRU ERWK 7LPH WR DFFHSWDEOH VROXWLRQV DQG )LQDO VROXWLRQV  DOWKRXJK WKLV
FDQQRWEHEDFNHGVWDWLVWLFDOO\IRUPRVWFDVHVIRUWKHSUHVHQWHGFRQWUROSUREOHPV 7DEOH
VKRZVWKHZLQQHUIRUWKH7LPHWRDFFHSWDEOHVROXWLRQVIRUERWKWKHFRQWUROSUREOHPV
ZLWKRXW VWDWLVWLFDO FRQVLGHUDWLRQV )URP WKH WDEOH LW FDQ EH VHHQ WKDW 0LQLSRS SHUIRUPV
EHWWHUWKDQWKHSURSRVHGPRGLILHG0LQLSRSDOJRULWKPIRUVRPHRIWKHFRQILJXUDWLRQVDQG
IRUVRPHRWKHUFRQILJXUDWLRQVPRGLILHG0LQLSRSDOJRULWKPLVEHWWHU
&RQWURO3UREOHP
:LQQHU
&RUUHFWLRQRIFRPPRQDUUK\WKPLDVLQ
0LQLSRS
VLPXODWHGKXPDQKHDUW
6XSSUHVVLRQRIRVFLOODWLRQVLQ-HW
6WUXFWXUHB1HXURQ
&RPEXVWLRQ&KDPEHULQ(0
FRQILJXUDWLRQ
6XSSUHVVLRQRIRVFLOODWLRQVLQ-HW
0LQLSRS
&RPEXVWLRQ&KDPEHULQ(0
FRQILJXUDWLRQ
6XSSUHVVLRQRIRVFLOODWLRQVLQ-HW
0LQLSRS
&RPEXVWLRQ&KDPEHULQ60
FRQILJXUDWLRQ
6XSSUHVVLRQRIRVFLOODWLRQVLQ-HW
)LWQHVVB1HXURQ
&RPEXVWLRQ&KDPEHULQ60
FRQILJXUDWLRQ
7DEOH:LQQHUIRU7LPHWRDFFHSWDEOHVROXWLRQVIRUWKHWZRFRQWUROSUREOHPV
ϳϱ



7DEOH  VKRZV WKH ZLQQHU IRU ILQDO VROXWLRQV IRU ERWK WKH FRQWURO SUREOHPV ZLWKRXW
VWDWLVWLFDO FRQVLGHUDWLRQV )URP WKH WDEOH  DQG  LW FDQ EH VHHQ WKDW YDULDQW RI
PRGLILHG 0LQLSRS DOJRULWKP LV EHWWHU WKDQ 0LQLSRS DOJRULWKP IRU 6XSSUHVVLRQ RI
2VFLOODWLRQV LQ -HW FRPEXVWLRQ FKDPEHU LQ (0 DQG 60 FRQILJXUDWLRQ FDQQRW EH
VWDWLVWLFDOO\FRUURERUDWHG 
&RQWURO3UREOHP
:LQQHU
&RUUHFWLRQRIFRPPRQDUUK\WKPLDVLQ
0LQLSRS
VLPXODWHGKXPDQKHDUW
6XSSUHVVLRQRIRVFLOODWLRQVLQ-HW
)LWQHVVB1HXURQ
&RPEXVWLRQ&KDPEHULQ(0
FRQILJXUDWLRQ
6XSSUHVVLRQRIRVFLOODWLRQVLQ-HW
0LQLSRS
&RPEXVWLRQ&KDPEHULQ(0
FRQILJXUDWLRQ
6XSSUHVVLRQRIRVFLOODWLRQVLQ-HW
0LQLSRS
&RPEXVWLRQ&KDPEHULQ60
FRQILJXUDWLRQ
6XSSUHVVLRQRIRVFLOODWLRQVLQ-HW
)LWQHVVB1HXURQ
&RPEXVWLRQ&KDPEHULQ60
FRQILJXUDWLRQ
7DEOH
:LQQHUIRU)LQDO6ROXWLRQVIRUWKHWZRFRQWUROSUREOHPV

%\ REVHUYLQJ WKH UHVXOWV LW OHDGV XV WR EHOLHYH WKDW WKHUH PD\ QRW EH PRGXODULW\ LQ WKH
DUFKLWHFWXUH RI WKH HYROYHG &7511 FRQWUROOHUV IRU WKHVH FRQWURO SUREOHPV LQ VRPH
FRQILJXUDWLRQ  LH WKH FRQWURO SUREOHPV WKDW KDYH EHHQ FKRVHQ IRU WKH SXUSRVH RI
HYDOXDWLRQ PD\ EH EHWWHU VXLWHG IRU PXWDWLRQ GULYHQ 0LQLSRS WKDQ FURVVRYHU YDULDQW
PRGLILHG0LQLSRSDOJRULWKP$QRWKHUUHDVRQIRU0LQLSRSSHUIRUPLQJIDLUO\EHWWHUWKDQ
FURVVRYHUYDULDQWPD\EHEHFDXVHRIWKHDVVXPSWLRQWKDWWKHSDUDPHWHUV WKDWZHUH JRRG

ϳϲ


IRU 0LQLSRS IRU D FRQWURO SUREOHP LV JRRG IRU WKH PRGLILHG 0LQLSRS DOJRULWKP ZKLFK
PD\QRWEHWKHFDVHLQJHQHUDO
,WZDVDOVRVHHQWKDWWKHPRVWRIWKHUHVXOWVFDQQRWEHEDFNHGVWDWLVWLFDOO\LHQXPEHURI
H[SHULPHQWV LV OHVV WKDQ VXIILFLHQW WR PDNH YDOLG FRQFOXVLRQ 7KHRUHWLFDOO\ DGGLWLRQDO
H[SHULPHQWVFDQEHFDUULHGRXWEXWWKHIDFWRIDYDLODELOLW\RIOLPLWHGUHVRXUFHVLVDOVRWR
EH FRQVLGHUHG ,W ZDV REVHUYHG WKDW HYROXWLRQ RI FRQWUROOHU IRU FRUUHFWLRQ RI FRPPRQ
DUUK\WKPLDV WRRN RQ DYHUDJH  KRXUV IRU HDFK H[SHULPHQW RQ ,QWHO 3HQWLXP  EDVHG
*+]3& LHFORVHKUVWRUXQDOOWKHH[SHULPHQWV)RUHYROXWLRQRIFRQWUROOHU
IRUVXSSUHVVLRQRIRVFLOODWLRQLQ-HWFRPEXVWLRQFKDPEHUWRRNRQDYHUDJHKUVLHFORVH
WRKUVWRFRPSOHWHDOOH[SHULPHQWV

)XWXUH:RUN
$Q DUHD RI LQWHUHVW WKDW PLJKW EH ZRUWK WKH SXUVXLW ZRXOG EH WR PRGLI\ WKH
FURVVRYHU SUREDELOLW\ DV IXQFWLRQ RI H[SRQHQWLDO GHFD\LQJ IXQFWLRQ LQVWHDG RI VWDWLF
YDOXHV 7KLV LV EHFDXVH FURVVRYHU RSHUDWRU KDV D WHQGHQF\ RI FRQYHUJHQFH VR DSSO\LQJ
FURVVRYHU RSHUDWRU DV IXQFWLRQ RI H[SRQHQWLDO GHFD\LQJ IXQFWLRQ PLJKW KHOS LQ DYRLGLQJ
SUHPDWXUH FRQYHUJHQFH $QRWKHU ZD\ RI PRGLI\LQJ WKH FURVVRYHU SUREDELOLW\ LV WR
UHSUHVHQW LW DV D  IXQFWLRQ RI VTXDUH SXOVH LQVWHDG RI VWDWLF YDOXHV ZKHUH WKH FURVVRYHU
RSHUDWRULVVZLWFKHGRQDQGRIIDOWHUQDWLYHO\RYHUDFHUWDLQQXPEHURIHYDOXDWLRQF\FOHV 
:KHQ WKH FURVVRYHU RSHUDWRU LV VZLWFKHG RQ IRU D FHUWDLQ GXUDWLRQ  SHULRG FURVVRYHU
RSHUDWRUPLJKWKHOSLQFRQYHUJHQFHRIWKHVROXWLRQVDQGZKHQWKH FURVVRYHURSHUDWRULV
VZLWFKHGRIIRWKHUHYROXWLRQDU\RSHUDWRUV 0XWDWLRQDQG+\SHUPXWDWLRQ PLJKWKHOSLQ
GLYHUVLI\LQJ WKH VROXWLRQV 7KHVH FKDQJHV PLJKW EH ZRUWK SXUVXLQJ WR DQVZHU WKH
ϳϳ


TXHVWLRQV RI ZKHWKHU FURVVRYHU RSHUDWRU LV UHDOO\ KHOSIXO IRU &7511 FRQWURO SUREOHPV
DQGDWZKDWVWDJHLQWKHHYROXWLRQDU\DOJRULWKPLVWKHFURVVRYHURSHUDWRUUHDOO\KHOSIXO"
$QRWKHUDVSHFWWKDWLVZRUWKH[SHULPHQWLQJLVHYDOXDWLQJPRGLILHG0LQLSRSDOJRULWKPIRU
RWKHUFRQWUROSUREOHPVOLNHHYROXWLRQRIFRQWUROOHUIRUVL[OHJJHGLQVHFW7KLVPLJKWKHOS
XVLQXQGHUVWDQGLQJWKHW\SHRISUREOHPVWKDWWKLVDOJRULWKPFDQEHEHWWHUDSSOLHGWR DV
DSSOLFDWLRQVPLJKWGLIIHULQWKHDPRXQWRIPRGXODULW\LQWKHLU&7511DUFKLWHFWXUH DV
LQHYROXWLRQDU\DOJRULWKPVWKHUHLVQRIUHHOXQFKLHDOJRULWKPZKLFKLVJRRGIRURQHVHW
RISUREOHPVPD\QRWQHFHVVDULO\EH JRRGIRUGLIIHUHQWVHWRISUREOHPV 7KHVHSURSRVHG
H[WHQVLRQV WR WKH WKHVLV ZRUN SURYLGH DQ RSSRUWXQLW\ WR IXUWKHU XQGHUVWDQG WKH W\SH RI
FRQWURO SUREOHPV ZKHUH WKH FURVVRYHU RSHUDWRU PLJKW EH KHOSIXO DQG DW ZKDW VWDJH LQ
HYROXWLRQDU\DOJRULWKPVWKHFURVVRYHURSHUDWRULVUHDOO\XVHIXO


ϳϴ


%LEOLRJUDSK\

 $-+LUVW  1RWHVRQWKHHYDOXDWLRQRIDGDSWLYHKDUGZDUH,QSURFHHGLQJVRI
WKH VHFRQG LQWHUQDWLRQDO FRQIHUHQFH RQ $GDSWLYH FRPSXWLQJ LQ (QJLQHHULQJ DQG
'HVLJQ

 7+LJXFKL 0 ,ZDWD , .DMLWDQL + ,ED 7 )XUX\D DQG % 0DQGHULFN  
(YROYDEOH+DUGZDUHDQGLWVDSSOLFDWLRQVWRSDWWHUQUHFRJQLWLRQDQGIDXOWWROHUDQW
V\VWHPV´ LQ 7RZDUGV (YROYDEOH +DUGZDUH 7KH (YROXWLRQDU\ (QJLQHHULQJ
$SSURDFK /HFWXUH 1RWHV LQ &RPSXWHU 6FLHQFH 9RO  ( 6DQFKH] DQG 0
7RPDVVLQLHGV 

 -RKQ+ROODQG  $GDSWDWLRQLQ1DWXUDODQG$UWLILFLDO6\VWHPV8QLYHUVLW\RI
0LFKLJDQ3UHVV$QQ$UERU0LFKLJDQ

 /- )RJHO $- 2ZHQV DQG 0 - :DOVK   $UWLILFLDO ,QWHOOLJHQFH WKURXJK
VLPXODWHG(YDOXWLRQ-RKQ:LOH\DQG6RQV1HZ\RUN

 ,5HFKHQEHUJ  (YROXWLRQVVWUDWHJLH)UHLGULFK)URPPDQQ9HUODJ6WXWWJDUW

 <DPDXFKL%DQG%HHU5  ,QWHJUDWLQJ5HDFWLYH6HTXHQWLDODQG/HDUQLQJ
%HKDYLRU8VLQJ '\QDPLFDO1HXUDO1HWZRUNV ,Q &OLII'+XVEDQGV30H\HU
-DQG:LOVRQ6HGLWRUV)URP$QLPDOVWR$QLPDWV3URFHHGLQJVRIWKH7KLUG
,QWHUQDWLRQDO &RQIHUHQFH RQ 6LPXODWLRQ RI $GDSWLYH %HKDYLRU 6$%   SDJHV
±0,73UHVV
 %HHU 5   2Q WKH '\QDPLFV RI 6PDOO &RQWLQXRXV7LPH 5HFXUUHQW 1HXUDO
1HWZRUNV$GDSWLYH%HKDYLRU  ±

 6DQMD\ . %RGGKX -RKQ & *DOODJKHU   (YROYHG QHXURPRUSKLF IOLJKW
FRQWURO IRU D IODSSLQJZLQJ PHFKDQLFDO LQVHFW PRGHO ,((( &RQJUHVV RQ
(YROXWLRQDU\&RPSXWDWLRQ

 9LJUDKDP 6DUDQ\DQ *DOODJKHU -RKQ   2Q WKH UHODWLYH HIILFDFLHV RI VSDFH
VDYLQJ &*$V IRU HYROYDEOH KDUGZDUH DSSOLFDWLRQV 3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH 
FRQJUHVVRQHYROXWLRQDU\FRPSXWDWLRQ


*DOODJKHU - DQG )LRUH -   &RQWLQXRXV WLPH UHFXUUHQW QHXUDO QHWZRUNV D
SDUDGLJP IRU HYROYDEOH DQDORJ FRQWUROOHU FLUFXLWV ,Q WKH SURFHHGLQJV RI WKH VW
1DWLRQDO$HURVSDFHDQG(OHFWURQLFV&RQIHUHQFH,(((SUHVV
ϳϵ



.)XQDKDVKLDQG<1DNDPXUD  $SSUR[LPDWLRQRIG\QDPLFDOV\VWHPVE\
FRQWLQXRXVWLPHUHFXUUHQWQHXUDOQHWZRUN1HXUDO1HWZRUNV

6%RGGKX 6$ 9LJUDKDP DQG -& *DOODJKHU   $ UHFRQILJXUDEOH DQDORJ
QHXUDO QHWZRUN IRU HYROYDEOH KDUGZDUH DSSOLFDWLRQV LQWULQVLF HYROXWLRQ DQG
H[WULQVLF YHULILFDWLRQ ,Q 3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH  &RQJUHVV RQ (YROXWLRQDU\
&RPSXWDWLRQV,(((3UHVV

5\DQ - .LHU -HIIHU\ & $PHV 5DQGDOO ' %HHU DQG 5HLG 5 +DUULVRQ  
'HVLJQ DQG LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ RI PXOWLSDWWHUQ JHQHUDWRUV LQ DQDORJ 9/6, ,(((
WUDQVDFWLRQVRQ1HXUDO1HWZRUNV  
-RKQ & *DOODJKHU 5DQGDOO ' %HHU .HQQHWK 6 (VSHQVFKLHG 5RJHU '
4XLQQ  $SSOLFDWLRQRIHYROYHGORFRPRWLRQFRQWUROOHUVWRDKH[DSRGURERW
5RERWLFVDQG$XWRQRPRXV6\VWHPV  

-RKQ & *DOODJKHU .VKLWLM 6 'HVKSDQGH 0 :ROII   $Q DGDSWLYH
QHXURPRUSKLF FKLS IRU DXJPHQWDWLYH FRQWURO RI DLU EUHDWKLQJ MHW WXUELQH HQJLQHV
,(((&RQJUHVVRQ(YROXWLRQDU\&RPSXWDWLRQ

6' 6FRWW   +*$ $ +DUGZDUH%DVHG *HQHWLF $OJRULWKP 0DVWHU¶V
7KHVLV 8QLYHUVLW\ RI 1HEUDVND/LQFROQ 7HFKQLFDO 5HSRUW 81/&6(
8QLYHUVLW\RI1HEUDVND/LQFROQ

3 *UDKDP DQG % 1HOVRQ   $ KDUGZDUH *$ IRU WKH WUDYHOLQJ VDOHVPDQ
SUREOHP RQ 63/$6+ ,Q WK ,QWHUQDWLRQDO :RUNVKRS RQ )LHOG 3URJUDPPDEOH
/RJLFDQG$SSOLFDWLRQVSS

* 7XIWH   3URWRW\SLQJ RI &RPSOHWH +DUGZDUH (YROXWLRQ &+(  06
7KHVLV7KH8QLYHUVLW\RI6FLHQFHDQG7HFKQRORJ\1RUZD\

*00HJVRQ,0%ODQG  6\QWKHVLVRIDV\VWROLFDUUD\JHQHWLFDOJRULWKP
LQ,33663'3SS,(((3UHVV

3*UDKDPDQG%1HOVRQ  *HQHWLF$OJRULWKPVLQVRIWZDUHDQGKDUGZDUHD
SHUIRUPDQFH DQDO\VLV RI ZRUNVWDWLRQ DQG FXVWRP FRPSXWLQJ PDFKLQH
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQV ,Q ,((( 6\PSRVLXP RI )3*$¶V IRU &XVWRP &RPSXWLQJ
0DFKLQHV

66FRWW$6DPDODQG66HWK  +*$KDUGZDUHEDVHG*HQHWLF$OJRULWKP,Q
$&06,*'$


ϴϬ


0HKUGDG 6DODPL DQG 7LP +HQGWODVV -DQ   $ )DVW (YROXWLRQDU\ $OJRULWKP
IRU ,PDJH &RPSUHVVLRQ LQ +DUGZDUH /HFWXUH 1RWHV LQ &RPSXWHU 6FLHQFH
9ROXPH

-*DOODJKHU 6 9LJUDKDP DQG * .UDPHU   $ )DPLO\ RI &RPSDFW *HQHWLF
$OJRULWKPIRU ,QWULQVLF (YROYDEOH+DUGZDUH ,(((7UDQVDFWLRQVRI(YROXWLRQDU\
&RPSXWDWLRQV  

(GXDUGR6DQFKH]0DUFR7RPDVVLQL  ³7RZDUGV(YROYDEOH+DUGZDUH7KH
(YROXWLRQDU\ (QJLQHHULQJ $SSURDFK´/HFWXUH1RWHVLQ&RPSXWHU6FLHQFH
6SULQJHU

*UHJRU\.UDPHU  $QDQDO\VLVRI1HXWUDO'ULIWV(IIHFWRQWKH(YROXWLRQRI
D &7511 /RFRPRWLRQ &RQWUROOHU ZLWK 1RLV\ )LWQHVV (YDOXDWLRQ 3K' 7KHVLV
:ULJKW6WDWH8QLYHUVLW\

$QGULDQ 7KRPSVRQ   (YROXWLRQ RI FRPELQDWLRQDO DQG VHTXHQWLDO RQOLQH
VHOIGLDJQRVLQJKDUGZDUHWK1$6$'R':RUNVKRSRQ(YROYDEOH+DUGZDUH

$QGULDQ 7KRPSVRQ   +DUGZDUH (YROXWLRQ $XWRPDWLF GHVLJQ RI HOHFWURQLF
FLUFXLWVLQUHFRQILJXUDEOHKDUGZDUHE\DUWLILFLDOHYROXWLRQ

/RKQ -' DQG &RORPEDQR 63   $XWRPDWHG DQDORJ FLUFXLW V\QWKHVLV XVLQJ
OLQHDUUHSUHVHQWDWLRQ,Q(YROYDEOH6\VWHPV)URP%LRORJ\WR+DUGZDUH±6HFRQG
,QWHUQDWLRQDO&RQIHUHQFH

+LJXFKL 7 ,ZDWD 0 .H\PHXOHQ ' HW $O   5HDO ZRUOG DSSOLFDWLRQV RI
DQDORJ DQG GLJLWDO HYROYDEOH KDUGZDUH ,((( WUDQVDFWLRQV RQ (YROXWLRQDU\
&RPSXWDWLRQ9RO1R

$QGR6DQG,ED+  $QDORJFLUFXLWGHVLJQZLWKDYDULDEOHFKURPRVRPH,Q
WKH3URFHHGLQJRIWKHFRQJUHVVRQ(YROXWLRQDU\FRPSXWDWLRQ3

=HEXOXP 56 6DQWLQL && 6LQRKDUD +7 3DFKHFR 0$& HW DO   $
5HFRQILJXUDEOH SODWIRUP IRU WKH DXWRPDWHG V\QWKHVLV RI DQDORJ FLUFXLWV ,Q WKH
SURFHHGLQJVRIWKHVHFRQG1$6$'R':RUNVKRSRQ(YROYDEOH+DUGZDUH,(((
SUHVV

%HQQHWW)+,,,DQG5LHIIHO(*  'HVLJQRIGHFHQWUDOL]HGFRQWUROOHUIRUVHOI
UHFRQILJXUDEOH PRGXODU URERWV XVLQJ JHQHWLF SURJUDPPLQJ ,Q SURFHHGLQJ RI WKH
VHFRQG1$6$'R':RUNVKRSRQ(YROYDEOH+DUGZDUH,(((SUHVV


ϴϭ


$PDUDO-)$PDUDO-/6DQWLQL5HWDO  (YROYDEOHEXLOGLQJEORFNVIRU
DQDORJ IX]]\ ORJLF FRQWUROOHU ,Q WKH SURFHHGLQJV RI WKH  1$6$ 'R'
ZRUNVKRSRQ(YROYDEOH+DUGZDUH,(((SUHVV

*ZDOWQH\ '$ DQG )HUJXVRQ 0,   ,QWULQVLF +DUGZDUH HYROXWLRQ IRU WKH
GHVLJQ DQG UHFRQILJXUDWLRQ RI DQDORJ VSHHG FRQWUROOHUV IRU D '& PRWRU ,Q WKH
SURFHHGLQJV RI WKH  1$6$'R' FRQIHUHQFH RQ (YROYDEOH +DUGZDUH ,(((
SUHVV

-DFNVRQ$+&DQKDP5DQG7\UUHOO$0  5RERWIDXOWWROHUDQFHXVLQJDQ
HPEU\RQLF DUUD\ ,Q WKH SURFHHGLQJV RI WKH  1$6$'R' FRQIHUHQFH RQ
(YROYDEOH+DUGZDUH,(((SUHVV

-RKQ *DOODJKHU *UHJ .UDPHU 6DUDQ\DQ 9LJUDKDP $ &DVH 6WXG\ -RKQ¶V LQ
(YROYDEOH+DUGZDUH

--+RSILHOG  1HXURQVZLWKJUDGHGUHVSRQVHKDYHFROOHFWLYHFRPSXWDWLRQDO
SURSHUWLHV OLNH WKRVH RI WZR VWDWH QHXURQV ,Q 3URFHHGLQJV RI 1DWLRQDO 6FLHQFH
$FDGHP\

+RSILHOG --   1HXURQV ZLWK JUDGHG UHVSRQVH SURSHUWLHV KDYH FROOHFWLYH
FRPSXWDWLRQDO SURSHUWLHV OLNH WKRVH RI WZRVWDWH QHXURQV ,Q SURFHHGLQJV RI WKH
1DWLRQDO$FDGHP\RIVFLHQFHV

5DQGDO %HHU   7KH '\QDPLFV RI $FWLYH &DWHJRULFDO 3HUFHSWLRQ LQ DQ
(YROYHG0RGHO$JHQW$GDSWLYH%HKDYLRU9RO1R

%$ 3HDUOPXWWHU   '\QDPLF UHFXUUHQW QHXUDO QHWZRUNV 7HFKQLFDO 5HSRUW
&08&6&DUQHJLH0HOORQ8QLYHUVLW\6FKRRORI&RPSXWHU6FLHQFH

&KDG : 6H\V DQG 5DQGDOO %HHU   (YROYLQJ ZDONLQJ 7KH DQDWRP\ RI DQ
HYROXWLRQDU\ VHDUFK ,Q $QLPDO WR $QLPDWV  3URFHHGLQJ RI WKH ,QWHUQDWLRQDO
FRQIHUHQFHRQ6LPXODWLRQRI$GDSWLYH%HKDYLRU

(,]TXLHUGR7RUUHV   7KH UROH RI QHDUO\ QHXUDO PXWDWLRQV LQ HYROYLQJ
G\QDPLFDOQHXUDOQHWZRUNV,Q3URFHHGLQJVRI1LQWK,QWHUQDWLRQDO&RQIHUHQFHRQ
WKH6LPXODWLRQDQG6\QWKHVLVRI/LYLQJ6\VWHPV

*.UDPHU DQG-*DOODJKHU  $Q DQDO\VLVRIWKHVHDUFKSHUIRUPDQFHRID
PLQLSRSXODWLRQ JHQHWLF DOJRULWKP IRU D URERW ORFRPRWLRQ FRQWURO SUREOHP ,Q
3URFHHGLQJVRIWKH&RQJUHVVRQ(YROXWLRQDU\&RPSXWDWLRQ

ϴϮ


*UHJRU\ 5 .UDPHU -RKQ & *DOODJKHU 0LFKDHO / 5D\PHU 2Q WKH 5HODWLYH
(IILFDFLHV RI F*$ 9DULDQWV IRU ,QWULQVLF (YROYDEOH +DUGZDUH 3RSXODWLRQ
0XWDWLRQDQG5DQGRP,PLJUDQWV(YROYDEOH+DUGZDUH

* .UDPHU DQG - *DOODJKHU   $ KDUGZDUH ,PSOHPHQWDWLRQ RI WKH FRPSDFW
JHQHWLFDOJRULWKP,Q&RQJUHVVRI(YROXWLRQDU\&RPSXWDWLRQV

6DUDQ\DQ 9LJUDKDP -RKQ & *DOODJKHU   $ VSDFH VDYLQJ GLJLWDO 9/6,
HYROXWLRQDU\ HQJLQH IRU &7511(+ GHYLFHV &RQJUHVV RQ (YROXWLRQDU\
&RPSXWDWLRQ

6SHDUV : 0 DQG 'H -RQJ . $  2Q WKH YLUWXHV RI SDUDPHWHUL]HG
XQLIRUPFURVVRYHU,Q%HOHZ5.DQG%RRNHU/%HGV3URFWK,QW&RQI
RQ*HQHWLF$OJRULWKPV0RUJDQ.DXIPDQQ

6\VZHUGD *LOEHUW   8QLIRUP &URVVRYHU LQ *HQHWLF $OJRULWKPV 3URF UG
,QW¶O&RQIHUHQFHRQ*HQHWLF$OJRULWKPV0RUJDQ.DXIPDQ3XEOLVKLQJ


/DZUHQFH + 0DWKHUV 5REHUW $ &KDVH -RKQ 'ROSK (ULF ) *ODVJRZ  
&OLQLFDO$QDWRP\3ULQFLSOHV

3KLEEV%UHQGDQ  7KHKXPDQKHDUWDEDVLFJXLGHWRKHDUWGLVHDVHQG(G

KWWSHQZLNLSHGLDRUJZLNL)LOH'LDJUDPBRIBWKHBKXPDQBKHDUWBFURSSHG
VYJ

-RKQ*DOODJKHU  (YROXWLRQRI'\QDPLFDO1HXUDO1HWZRUN$UUD\VWRFRUUHFW
$UUK\WKPLDV LQ D 6LPXODWHG +XPDQ +HDUW 3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH *HQHWLF DQG
(YROXWLRQDU\&RPSXWDWLRQ&RQIHUHQFH

6LJQRULQL0*&HUXWWL6DQG'L%HUQDUGR''  6LPXODWLRQRIKHDUWEHDW
G\QDPLFV D QRQOLQHDU PRGHO ,QWHUQDWLRQDO -RXUQDO RI %LIXUFDWLRQ DQG &KDRV
9RO1R

9LJUDKDP 6DUDQ\DQ *DOODJKHU -RKQ   2Q WKH UHODWLYH HIILFDFLHV RI VSDFH
VDYLQJ &*$V IRU HYROYDEOH KDUGZDUH DSSOLFDWLRQV 3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH 
FRQJUHVVRQHYROXWLRQDU\FRPSXWDWLRQ

-3 +DWKRXW $0 $QQDVZDP\ 0 )OHLILO DQG $) *KRQLHP   0RGHO
EDVHG DFWLYH FRQWURO GHVLJQ IRU WKHUPRDFRXVWLF LQVWDELOLW\ &RPEXVWLRQ 6FLHQFH
DQG7HFKQRORJ\

ϴϯ


-3 +DWKRXW 0)OHLILO -: 5XPVH\ $0 $QQDVZDP\ DQG $)
*KRQLHP   0RGHOEDVHG DQDO\VLV DQG GHVLJQ RI DFWLYH FRQWURO RI
WKHUPRDFRXVWLFLQVWDELOLW\,(((&RQIHUHQFHRQ&RQWURO$SSOLFDWLRQV+DUWIRUG
&7


ϴϰ


